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I. INTRODUCTION

involved f^tlr^ \ dTl0pment "lans necessarilyframework requ ?ed for'such InteaVatfnn Th- }s.t°c]e3r^ ^flne the conceptual
questions n^TnqttJusks^nLl^ w*"e C.ore task because 1l raisestraining (if any to provide the Teouired tlJl^ inst1t"tion building); the
the integration process and LnK !"refrces for "Perationalizing
that should be responsible for d1«P^nI?PUt+Kn "?1aCe a nat1onal focal Point
integration proces; TooVthP?♦•,.«se,mlnaVn? the lnf°™ation generated by the
country is located at a'patcu a' point" alono tZ"^ \«nt1nuui. «"d each
the stage of its development 9 e Sa'd continuum depending on

to fosteHCn0gnttTePTn\7qr^Pto?onfe„omflaT0rm0f f °Unt °f effort and »•« devotedinternational agenciesseem to focu^i0" f*Cht0" in develoP^«t planning by
and informationdisseminaTion aspects to thp" ™?h,.nSt,V,tl°n 1Uild1ng' trai"in9
conceptual framework. In several countri><= nf%ht rrl unfortun,ate neglect of the
Commissions (NPC) have been set ud tS ronr^Ltn ECAhr?9'on' Natl0^l Population
Population Planning Units andP Data/Pol lev M„^t lnhtegratjon- Additionally,
established to backstoo the nnp^tfnn/„J ^ ™\ts have been subsequently
policy development as an intearai nVrt nf^ nNPfS V the area of Population
countries, organizational^ statures haLa1?nLdeVe,l0Tnti,1annin9- In a fewpolicy measures. structures have also been developed to implement the

programs^o'n ^Itflti'MSL^W *?"""« a"d ™««"=h

training and informal^ dTsslYnat on^ the wS^of V^- 1ns^:tution building,
actors within the international community ,nii* hi co°Peration among the key
For instance, all the related aqencTes nf thp t\ mUCh r00m for 1mP<-ovement.
participate in the National Semfnars onpopulation^HoTT1'* ♦sno,uld norma11*
these seminars constitute fora for• exchSna .„ 1= 1*1°pm,nt, Pla™™9 since
process. This is presently not the c«e.9 knowledge on the IPDP

not bfenthg%1nU^nrrtttenUotnh^^dLPe^Sinj7hti"0te^ ^ °"e WhiCh haS m°*^substance of the element"tobe intearatPri W, context is the focus on the
comprehensive text on the subject 1S present^' ™systematic and

among^key pUyefs0?n rntUe;9rrttin^epdoou°lart?oenyfathte ^T Uck °f "ordinationplanning both at the natinn/i aVn 9<ntP *•on ^tors into national developmentneeded ?n fostering"th Vpd'VocesInthV^p1"^5/ SHbstantively, wha't ?s
acomplementary agenda ofp1 fey analysls research latlM* the frulat1on ofand evaluation with explicit attention tJf thf '•, data assessment, monitoring
agencies/commissions responsible for da colVrtl" °f the k? players ^planning). M Tor aata collection, research, training and

in



duplication of efforts within thP It- PS S0 a,s to Prevent and/or minimize
dissemination of information of the ftdZ^T^^ With '"»"" 9 he
associated sectoral ministries. Needless to add ^r°m.such ^search to all the
well as cont nuously assess™ ^ „ i . add the ^Portance of monitorina a*
along the lines of th'e ongo"WortsbVthe'un'lt^nT10MJ ^^TrLTs
global population trends blaSnually since th^H^t,0is family on ""nltorlngPlan of Action (1974). ldnnual|J' since the adoption of the World Population

internalio^l'level31"^ J&Deenn sft™"* V" the '̂ stance' gap at the
agencies workinq in the S'J I'aison with several of the international
Population Division 'prepared^ sTof^Z^ «e"e]°pment Pl»nn?ng,theEM
variables into development plans ofafL.uldelTs. for integrating population(^cultural, human ?r^^^^^^^^^U^

the IPDP process into practice at the »rrn ? ""i11 Is the "cbanlcs of putting
devoted to a discussion of the IPDPnrocp,< iV\fqf,i"?' muCh >"™t1on ifsubsequent Manuals in the nto.^n^Zff^lSS. ^ In
earlie^9ba;dtt9 ffi ^^^^^1^ «,& CAPPA S*Stem d-eloped
other tools for IPDP. For instance the IZlul • (ASA); Ad,nittedly there are
development developed by the Research tmS J°\?de1 on P°Pulation and
three closely related modules namely n0nuat?On pT^*6 (RTI) in«rP°rates
(including manpower and employment H/ ThIJ°"', educatlon and macro-economy
»£iW^^ JUS i

agricultfu%irseectSoraadnaiynsise ^LVn^J^'^ that have bee" tried for
models, systems dynamics simulation l\Zi Programnlln9. econometrical estimated
however, are reported?«* otTav g°fare^ well rrrart^"1'VbriUm m0dels; these>
perspective studies were developed instead and ?£«*?• Consequently, country
'Agriculture Towards The Year 2000' studv ?AT?nm»Vn«r,rn.led to tne ^miliarManual, CAPPA derives frtmjmxfy (AT2000) by FAO. As indicated in the
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a3Hcu^%^^ *? Pr°vide tra1ning -various modules of the svsiemasdiscus^d T^Jt9 *lmP1e explanations of theaplanning tool would befurthe^ Technical Manual, its use as
liaison with FAO; even then^the »tt«£ h™ ?S6i exP\anatlons have been made in
that with time and as the'knowapHnpPh,cp 1S lal"?ely Preliminary. It is hoped



II. THE MEANING OF IPDP
The Problem

consid^abTovl^ Planning have changed
independence plans (1960s) for counties in ^9rfnS- The post P°11tical
changing the productive structure /iP ^ „V the E.CA re9ion concentrated on
In that context, although protect oSi nf L„ ec?no,nic.9™wth) of the economies,
critical planning inputs, population factors£rTt»Z? J"6 9r0Wth rates we^process. Accordingly,desoite rrpd tahif . " • treated as exogenous in the
the high incidence9of poverty un-e.aolovLnVSnH1 •"^ °apita °UtpUt at the time>countries of the region persisted ^ lnCOme "^"al Uy in the various

frtrSSWW *">""t •tr.fw in
But since the required resour es for S ?, ° the P™"5""1 »f basic needs.
available, the scope of plannTna was pxtPnJn • Atra,teay were not readily
employment and income distribution thp n 1 I" the 1980s to such areas as
increasingly assumed a mItivar'iate Kn^nn" Prt]m °f these nat1°"s
consideration of a broad range of linkaop, hpt!p "' JhlS ne«ssitated thevariables in the f^t^^J^^&Z ^oZn^TJ.
3.

populat,-^.^ion problems' should9 extend ^ W3S rec™<^ that the study of«rt»myandriP?dV^^ °f high fertility, high
of nutrition, security i0?cI"oe and ?hB ctJt°lude,such factors as levels
recommended that development shlld not hp Hp?- HtUS ?f womerK " was alsoin GDP or even GDP pe? capitabut should hJfd slmP.1/ in,terms of increases
interrelated economic social and „„mT°, i. considered as a process of
should be to A .„ liKt"in tK i he„l,1.t,l,te a1m of whichpopulation!/. improvement in the well being of the entire

stronglJnadvocftedesincPePr?heChmid0 ?9iosati°d:^Ve^Pment planni'ng has ^ beencountries generally thereforIt?fs;AdesirableJcontribution to developing
said integration process. ">odus-operandi' for operationalizing the?

Unit* Nations ^Un itf,& fi&W** ^^ "-""r^s °f ^
exhaustive research effort, the SnPD has tn h5L9 b* •l^1" Fo11owin9 an
projection methods for IPDP 3j'Substantiv'elv ?h-%-PUb1,S5edi tW° modules of



"daliti^oftr^arS^ool e^rXe^Tab ^ >eC0nd ™°dule f°— °" theBoth are very detailed9expose rfltewlTZl7£*Zn* "»***^ Projections,
intended global audience, regional ne2u1lfri?i« "°T*rL b* V1>tue of theirconstraints cannot be sufflcOT regarding data and methodology

fcpul."on",Stund1V.i,"'il '̂̂ SSloT'rJSleSS* th"6 "."'J1 ^ °f the Africa"
population policy development(Includlnth"- * i «S "nd prosPects °fpreparing population projectIonsTto?lm th! 1$}^£f0rtS- (at, V" time) inmember states!/. Amonq other thVnnVti? • at the re9ional level in ECA
aspect of populat ion'policydevXent ?n 7h^/treSSed tha} the EmulationPlace during the 1980Ps togXTlTh^he1^^ ZVZ^JoT* "" PUt in

^Wulationlo^^^^ Vhich the '"no-how'

^fsiCaatnuPlanHnerl?. ^fftlVlJSea;dfSUr:Ph2rfi ^^r^^^r^tKl
Publfs^Yp^^^
IS les^^nH k{* ^ol^Ss^K

states should address^durina thp\Sqqnf yu 1Ve ^t^ic policy areas that member

MmsMm§mMfertility; interrelationships between child and maternal mortality and fertility!

iSJT™EcrAa^^:f19r9rtion ^in eca "*•***• ^^mm^m
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Milir^ra^n^ SSlSl£%%*'£%1"^\°» ^ ""-«» •*•)collection, training and research and V„, d?vJe1oDI».nt Planning; (iv) data
challenge for ECA member states dWTna^np^qqn^,,la•?^d1ssemination• The
modalities of 'action programmes' for LlilllJ' W,1L be to determine thestrategiesfi/. In particular fnlint^„/L lmPle"ientmg the identified policy
logical step at "the regio'nal e^ 9-'To ^nlfTH^ the 1980s'th' ™*t
indicated in Para 6 above) Into iSSmls tn in,?? 1?te*fcthe Said 'SIDELINES'integration process. LS to lllustrate the various steps in the

!opulat1™pro!r™ is that existing
the strengthening of the capabilft< of mplp. t9*agen.cies. tend to focus on (i)
and implementing9population" policy as *ISta 6S ''I tbe area °f formulat ng
Planning strategy; (i ) provTdW? tralninn ?iralhpart, 1f ,overa11 development
nationals/ levels) a meatfll lino nL( mth« S^aU/, reglonalfl/ and
building; and/or, (in (establish no Ifiif'f1^ in such capability
information aimed at fostering theVwnr?^0"1! P°\n,U .for dominating
substance of the conceptual fraUwrk for the iPnP a11 -heSe efforts' tn*addressed. There is a need to nrovidl thp d ! T0"^ 1S not sufficiently
various Ministries of Planning and/or (Llth X*Um. P1annin9 Units in the
document that meets thisadef?cirnS0rinH?hlt%DVphreocTsmsber ^^ With aC°mmon
for m^^Zs'l^X""'^' hiSSUte-°f th? C0nC6')tual fra~k
ffsssrfc 'ffi£SSr ^^s™^ %p&£
-.a^cons^ ^predicated on

Keuve,Belgiu. jointly ac^V^^^V1!^^ Tf!ty of Uuvain <ra> at ^™in-la-
(for French speaking cJidates) •<ilfltafJS£ VTV*1 J*1**1**8 of *v»*»i«9 Countries Studies
India (for ^l^tm^^if^V^T^.^^ (°DS) at Triva"dr,a' Kerala state in
(iv) The Latin African De,ographk CentreT™ at Saittl Sf ' ^ Speaklngcandidates><- ««.
speaking candidates). Presently all four<S ,™\ *^' ,2. ln ""I*"*10" "«> KLAC (for Spanish
centre CDC) at the feiof Ciro^C< 1T£ ™l\^Jim centre at *"» <*» ^phiclatter date. llurersity »f Ca«o (Egypt) is only being established; this will be operational!^ at a

M t^E^^ <«IPS> at * »»-rsity of Legon
IWI for FrLh ^iSTS!' '^* ?°™tm * de Ketehe ^^phiques



^v«arSoSn?,;H,y,af ?sr-ion of ihe gnp in the ia»- *nv« fr0mProcess, it is noteworK that based nn^pc^5 Sn women in the deveiopmenT

-or, this proton %£"*??$&% T-J\^XSTSi

for the development prospects in the 1990s Mnrp,!^65.," a key consideration
states are currently embarking on comDrehenXp n^ 3ntly' a/ more ECA meraber
transformation,fundamental stru?turaTchanapl -P» 9ra^S of adJ"stment witheconomies in an increasingly compet^ to transform these
suggested that these economieshoulcgrof by ai^least d"" ^^l Uhas been
s&rrdes^Pr°Vide J°bS « »" « a^ieve%rod1^u^TnV^o^ai111?4f
^AV^^ 9T«th rates in the
towards a decline during the 1990s the corrPsnoL°„Per\°d W1)h no 1n<iications
have been declining. Among the.factors identPifiPrin9f ratfS, °f food Paction
characterized by inability to feed the arowlno n^, i ♦• he resulting crisis
policies of the ECA member state?- rlpriL! ?W1"9 P°P"1ation are biassed public
of technological ch™ and environmpnt^ ^ ra?*?f land development; lack
have been suggested to overcome the crlsT llnriTada^nl2/- Three strategiesproductivity; and, formulating effective DonuUtinnTnV-0" devel°Pme"t; raisingof overall development strategy Population policies as integral parts

the declinetin%e0rncapita''foodnptr^cfion M? ^ '.ST11'1 "Potion ofgrowth will account for almost thp p„tV. subsaharan Africa where population
77 million tons in 1979^1 to around 20nm?n-th J" th? demand for ce^als (from
production is expected to grow bz i "„1,,0n VT in 2010> dur™9 which timeonly one half ofP the totaTTemaVd 'only p'a tTf llVJ- mj111oV°"s meeting
imports from developed countriesA greater nart 6t 6f'C,t can be f111ed by
putting new arable land under cultivation Pat , e 9ap must be closed b*
promising approach would be to raise yields oer\XF "S" rate- The mre

WWted Nations, The situation of „o.en : selected indicators,1990 - MULOAEI (united Nations: New

E/ECA/CM.17/in. miSi °f ?lmm "^^W ftvelopwiL^ddis Ababa iKthinpi^..,, „„••'̂

WOnited Nations, Pjajuunq agriculture (FAO: Roie,1986).



policies to proK?e production" but as vet fpw^TI15 *? "0W ^P^ntingeffective IPDP process^/ " Steps to imP1el"ent an

the main foun^lo'nVor' M^VlT^"' ^ 1990s' shou1d c°"st^te
development programme of the ECA r^inl 1 °*eraI nat1onal socio-economic
that food product lori shoulI be double f +F™ ™th-ls regard' u is suggested
^•In/popu^on*.^ ^ With the rapidl*

lector4^raodlhcet0i;ei:tyCat1o proVldeTs'uroW Sect°r pU"n^ should ™1se the
a difficult sector to plan because i?\c ifor 'ndustr a1 investment. But it is

are 'time- bound'; product"«oerishahlP• Jn%iS- m-UCh neater; operations
Physical, structuralP polUlcaTanTcutt^ 1S a function °f

™il1nedInSecteionann?SpSfrtf,heSe Int™ductor* remarks, the meaning of IPDP is

conceptualizationof CAPPaTs oriqTnai with FAO analXsis (^A). Since the



Development and IPDP.

17.

he «.nmgd,oSf"dlWirsiv ra'l ^Te^T1"^ iSSUe to "»'« first islatter Some of theseuse varying etloTcJllV^^J1 "Plaining thl
Among the early explanations based on sets of crlti-'i- • *1 "Sed ind*C6S-for a country to develon it ch^.Ti^ !! J or criteria is the prerequisite that
internal peace; aminZm of utn moVUS!*1*" ™°rganized "atL ood and
part of the population to make the necessary effort ^"l. a* Wlll1n9ness on th*provide serv ces, receive fnroinn /m„i * *• ertort required to produce qoods and
investigation andTscart^XW Product of scientific
foreign sabotage of development efforts- and a *xterna1 Peace and absence of
modernistsIT/. Arelated explanation also based9 '̂"""'r* lhat is ""trolled by
development process as more or less evolution™h •* °f Criteri'a v1ews thetraditional' society throuqh orecnnriftw• fnar> b,ein9 a continuum from a
-turity' to the ageV 'h^h^^sTonlumptionW.***""' "" ^ ^Ve to
"'*«l£*Vco^^^ Ca»ita <»«- -dex
income. The human sufferino index hafhZ f ? 0nJthe s,ze of its per capita
composite figure, differences in lili™ dTi-ped to measure with a single
recently, attention has been drawn hv th! if0-1d!,tI10ns between countries Mori(UNDP) to the need for"plannersTTtttt^T Development Program^
"atlonaj programmes and strateglesS/ Hu»n^T^ in desi'9ning their
should be seen in the liohtnfh^r!,1^7-- Human development, it is araueri
the benefit of "he'peo *fen^af^Th's^cesi5 T^ a,Bd «*™^fk
enlargement of people's choices thp m s py™ess °f human development is the
and healthy iifS, Vo be educated and to ha^ m t0 "ve a^5
decent standard of living: Droaress in h.,i2« h CC?SS t0 resources needed for adegree of political ^e^^e^n'S^

«W^^lJ!^c?&^"^ 3t Pr°,Vldin9 an -planation
indicate in a general way the 'a?ms IL***" USed,at var>1n9 times to«™1°>^ /he ^affisfe &,5£„t fre f^y
WHeier'G-H-' tetoa issues in <fryelop,ent eronjaiss (OOP: Kew Vork, 1964).

w RostOB'"" Ihe staaas nf Tr- -rrmth (mm,, i.T.jf cup,i960).
W™DP' Bwn Devjloiwpnt frpnrt 19-in (Oxford Dniv. Press, 1990).



under privileged groups, the eThanceSof^erionli frLZ^cT " *"'
iLance.^oliclefalmed^al'in^uJnrinn POl\Ci?S have different *»!*. Forlevels haveP the"goal of either^ raisTno L^1-3'10" 9r°rth *"ates or fertility
and levels. In the! case of ™tui„l„9,i *a-lntV.T9L or lowering existing rates
include an acceleration dffiraHnn ~l°n dlstribution. the various options
migration. From thf«'prktY«nr'' reversmg or maintaining rural to urban
countries, Cgoals Tnclude raisi a'the ""Rational, migration in African
subject to strict control and rVhL I• ' naintainin9 c">"rent rates but
simultaneous with SlntS nlnq alS I^m^k 7igra-tion and ''"Ration
populations. As notedI earlier ,t tlL abl;Sl,ed emigrant and immigrant
remarkably sinceThe^enToVThe ^onl worl^war"1^ ^ 9°alS haVe cha"*ed
"so pertBineV1%oh7nediecfaftertwhaatt f Plain1"9 the meaning of development, it is
integrated planningIn Dartfcu1arnp?pTnt piann1ing involves generally and

mmmmmm

strateaJcom^Unf^cit" ?* 1mag? obJect™e, there should be a (development)
tTS Sge of tL^TZl^^lt doT9t^hiCcoPu°n^eLpdaeb fol
KutlonV^omfan^erS^* ^ t0 ^ ^K^
24. ipop has different meanings dependinq on context?!/ "Fnv* ma™«
economic planners integration involves taking account o'proEjections of sIm a«
eSloSnttUaSd,b«?cPanlad distHbuHtl0" .°f tb* P°P^tion in delerminin "foodemployment and basic needs (eg. education, health, housing) requirements For
socio-economic demographers, integration involves the formulation »fsocio-economic policies to influence demographic trends 'and achieve higher

22/ Clark, P.G., Pevelopnent panning in F,ast Africa, (East African Publishing House, 1985), chap. 1.
21/ Herrin, A.N. Towards operationalizing concepts of integration of population and develoment olaimina- Tt»Philippine experience, miprl. Research Paper Senas,. »„ r| f,,^ 198!*jP m"""I"* Plannln9- T**
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standards of livina Fnv h^^i+u t
family planning activities1thtnp1anner.s' integration could mean the addition „f

K; °T"; *"<' ^m^apllc 1nt2r.T,ti..iI- "P.1"" consideration if

inputs toIsTtoVna7^d%;ng?;nPTat1^ "tables and projections as
diverse economic and social nroSr8^?9' d5te™1n1"9 the demographic impact of
specific actions needed to^ indSce'incTea'ina^b'al^^n"? those "mplementTry and
and economic potential^, in effectIPn^,T b?utween dem°9raphic dynamics
are taken into account in the pu£Lt- ln?lles tnat demographic variable?
population policies within the context of^ °i develoPment PlanSP; formu at nq

Ko^/'^V^ inve^nts'Tn 1n the agriculturaltry to influence the behaviour of farmers inTn^t" ^ the government may only
specific problems through aDnr " "J Pa.rticular direction or solve some
agricultural planning that obstructpi»P 1Cle.V 0ther characteristics of
national, aggregate production obJectlves S» the tendenc* to f°™ on

SaSfaJemttaM £S«^^^ - ™°^ ^
tools. tWKr.t.^7t!™,v::1tXr1•CUltUP', Tt0r Sh°"ld <" p-pose-ercises (eg. setting" V^Tt1^
— 3 1U PreParation of investment

Ui Herrin, A.M. (1985)/_o£i_£iti

23/ Marcoux, op. cit.

programs of the nation and thoseVthe Mon/lun/t^~t%S *""* ^ PlM °r ^ «*
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fWSi'rSonil1!^ in areas of value to
among other things, enable? the.user to lin/i^ Cern-ed,fro" the ANN£X' CAPPA -
policies. By implication its relevance to t f9™""? sector employment(noted earlier) as well as ^'^&^V!?&W%^«f°«'
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III. ACTIVITIES TO FOSTER THE IPDP PROCESS.

L9aor^eeanbdaSpCroX?r^m0e^yintae97eV° it?oPly ^° ^ PU^ ^ <«crodetermination of development ob1ect1v«" In2 ♦?/ }he corlcePtual framework1Programmes and project? *,1,WM\^^S^lb%^l^S a"d
^atingG\V:\thh0eSdeobaS;Chaet1Tnt(Si' ^l"1 "^ stePs '" ™are questions
whether the country possesses „(-ro«1nstltut,onal infrastructure); otherwise

section at the macro aKctoralhleveelsUorfmiP,DnpelementS 3re d1s™"«' ™Ms
III-(I): THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE IPDP PROCESS.

step is teo9setlnu9 TunTZlV tkTr^ ?r ^ at the "^° level, afirst
of developing demographic a count inq fr^13""?9 machine^ wit" te
estates, of the numbers of persons (Tn thp' f?Vlde planners withcharacteristics durinq the nlan r,J!f- J,,/ the P°Pulation with specific
undertaking appropriate9research on t^i^^^V0^' this '"" ves
Population and development related datu7£„ ™Thlp*s between the c°"ntry's
?hp6lK- The ^"cations of such 1nterrllat1onShin?JeVant ^"^"demographicthen be used as a basis for determinina thp h™ P ^ populati°n policy should
development plan. AoDrooriato HH 9 , demographic objectives of the overall
pursuant to the set objecllvlsl ^ proSrammes should then be formufated

Determination of the population-development Interrelationship,
Required data

Planning" P^I^K^ within the deveiopment
development plan should, as a rule derive f™ W™68,.of the nationalfindings of the population development reJpHa \ rexnaustive research
demographic objectives of the development^0Ian Vhm.w*,**;. In °ther w°rds, the^l^ips^etween wS^>&$S%»%% SaVa^eKM

» -ges on, it ^ter. &£*„*%££££^J^^Z^<
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^err^tiSpf^ of such
a'scertalninVVhes?^ b/ the des^ated Unit in
population-development related dfta for th« r« t be h\°. compile tne "levant

for ipnpei»« ^Vm"!5' on,e Peptinent set of demographic data requirements

purpose o/^Sg0ftheP0;^neeS; ^eSt^s^^/K t
control™6 1Ut1e C0"tr01 and 1S0lating the P°lic^ variables ove? which he has

reaional fnrf,?^ "ti. °f demo9raPhic data requirements are rural/urban and
invent Zfm •JhT •are required by the planners both for aggregateinvestment and planning decisions as well as for policy analysis The laraerthp
country (size), the higher would be the criticality of these estimates I"smaller countries (size) external migration data may be moreimportant
*lla„ • * thlrd.,et °f data requirements is the difficult area of the factorsdetermining family planning performance. Expected trends in such data and
possibilities in the future are important for the population forecast itself
Estimates on determinants of demographic behaviour need emphasis since oooulft on
beluanTified" t0 C°mpete With "hard" eCOn0mic ^"vestmenTs in^Vicn'benefitfcan

28/ DHFPi -uplications for ONFPA of the international conference on population,1984" Resort of the ACC Ad

policies in developient planning: an intonation note froi mm", International Form on notationpolicies in development planning tuntn city, 4-7 Hay, 1987). ^-w«wm WW on population
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le8vel) iX^i^^i^ZAiU^rmrA\for mP (at amacroother spatial geographical regions dlstributVnn StrtUctu/e' "iral-urban and
mortality and migration rates in n^, i 0n* estimates of fertility,
of the current9 state of knowledae;nPHnpnerS rlq.u1re,a 9reater awareness
relationships. In orderto fosterIPDPth. ,s T,9[aph'° leve1s' trends and
of available data which wouldI IncluT'thJ ?h! ?"Jd- *"! ProvVded with an inventory
the source of the data the size ofthp • • '"u10" of the subJect natter,
organization responsible for colLtinth "data' w^n Pt°hPUIfV0" C°V6red' th*its current location and the for! in which it• is 'avtlabhI *" C°^Cted'
^mportant^aTe^^^ « is particularly
for the purpose On mortalitv pSt. ** C,°Aected sPecifi«Hy tailored
formulation of policies and oft* in thpesf ™"ld bs. derived indirectly. The

the initial flows of monpJ aSi °JI ? \u • a]so include Information about
of remittances * "d 9°°dS to the migrant and the later return flows

Research required

40.
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S|£ a^Un^eT^ ruVa?Wtitt™ Iffgi
SedWVeCrhtiaiitdrpot°ePnmte?atlPlan '^^ ™U ^ ™^«™%S*
IL „ *Ihe/ari°!is interrelationships so derived between population factors on

y° hu?nedd f0didrirt1°fpmetnt r*lated variables on the other hand could then notonly be used to identify target groups as in the case of fertility levels iust
not dtta?Vl^V Shp°U\d be Pr°,jeCted 0Ver the Plan Per od'lt is to ten^i?ti «f A e quall.t> <?f Panning decisions is extremely dependent on the
prior ty°f *\MsPr02S»rSnS ^ hencettheir acCUrac* should be ^ the highe ?priority m this regard, it is pertinent to caution planners about the fart

p^r^^

^ection^e$B^'Mff^MftKS
one projection to be adopted by all sectors during a given plan period This

hv it«if „e»quetVh0nu0f the deta11s of awel1 worked °ut population projection
S^MoSt'UXbT.? °f the tW° ^ interrelat-^P between lo^ttZ
^rJ°,h^^^
requirements. Once planners have reliable demographic estimates and project onSP
aw asSwanvse!na^ich de^i^ \nd f"8^ th« consequences TorVvelo me t,L ! 5 ^ ln whlch development activities might alter population levels
^oa,12en,rur\ta?U: Wh3t Mnd °f PoP^^ion^re^ch16!?^

ascertaining the nature and strength of demographic and development interactions
correlates" 0fnLnan°tUS fon« XP°11cy ana1ys<s- Research onThe" soc oeco om ccorrelates of population growth components may indicate to planners how best to
modify population variables. One important consideration in thTsreqardis to
ensure that the demographic objectives of the development plan are not s Lly
derived from a list of national aspirations. The task of research fn this context
is to demonstrate the importance of population in the process of national

22/ See for eiaiple the series of studies referred to in OKECA, "Regression analysis of factors affectino

Se mm^TjT™^1?! °* ?* Pla°e °f P°puIaUon W**™ in Planning xithin the ECA region,%L^!u ^ *"» mm] tn]m^^ *»*WMC Mt).aM projections, tan,... ,PT°'
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development and the fpacihin+» r . ->
influencing population dynam" o„ reTeaermchntDrn?0Htternatt;Ve pr°™es ^rreview past research related to population Priorities, there is a need to

a^7other.Tteso;eeeaou^^?ierre;earcn^rmPoKaldtdiffr f™ °"e """try towould be important; in others^ fertilitv and 2, andP°Pulation distribution
national priorities for research should f^ popu1,a.Von growtn ""ight be. The
population and development n<i\l CUS on ' national objectives in

government «™dTtof^ should indicate what
policy-oriented research shnnin =,/+9 * /or examPle» with fertilityinstruments which pSs oS"i'se \TXr VertX'C!?1""' "™ &
the just?Si?on oT.rPSiS,^j7«»"V?PlC ?l9ht be> in th* «-,which its findings wereVsedTherefore as far ,^ 2f, °n the extent to
research findings for IPDP shoud£e involved ^nth6351"1,6* P°te"t1al users of
formulation to ensure that their datt need wnui?h / iTly sta9es of research
research process. In addition meetTnas T*J f"11y lncorPorated into the
organized at the inception and' conclusion f and »orkshops sh°"ld beresearchers and possible users concluslon of the research to bring together

Modelling for IPOP

50.

policies iS'TcSn.WtVlg'n Tomt^ ^7^°™^ "".lop-nt
targets. The planning decision is qenerallv -nfTr^l and Rifled
consultation, review, study and sometimeTwfthth d^ th.Tgn a Process of
making models. There has to tean^Ji *lld of form^^ed decision
effective processes through which affi inv«?Lbt°th^he formal and the
are made and to recognize that nonulatfn„ 1nvestkTnt and/or outlay decisionsdecisions. These ^AlS^^^^^^^«<t in these
Planners c^determfne'̂ e^resources^eouirP^T b66n t^ns1ated int° targets,thus compare the costs and benefTtasso^ ated^tu*™^ T*°.meet each 9oal and
formulation of a model which defines the critical rpi/t3011- Jhis necessitates the
and the targets. The specif icatioof^ the mode! ?<,atth10nshlps between the means
planning process. n or tne model ls thus a critical step in the

viewing TshoecfolaeCcon°ofm?c0deand aSSJ',!0 ^ 3S the f™°* for
redefine the problem in more preciseterms• detPmiVGnShl?|-. They also serve to
generate the projections which will bused i„'TJ!Vpec*1-f1c ^'"ements; and,
-ed for testing the impact of vTrVoubsedSr:;?c"Snerh^ah%ISrorre
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overcS?taeintlt«t«-alternat1-Ve r3teS 0f Wlatlon growth; urbanization rates)-
inflaat?on5 a 9 eC°n°miC V3ri3bl6S ^ '"""fonts, growth of GNP or rate'of

ewass1nPglar"ldenVMrtvaVof',a^irtheT „a.1ar9e numbe<" of "***demographic (SED)moLls are amono Z1\J\9 ^echnlquesSl/- Socio-economic

£tSswrV*-™ SAMiKSi

parameters, me usefulness of a model to planners depends, as well, on whether

31/ Aaong the lajor types of econoiy-wide population developient lodels in use are the Harrod-Doiar non-lassical growth .odels, inter-industry .odels and systemic w^.f^^J^S^T
Mfciunb. new iore,i««i)fpp.32-61. Regarding the use of lodels m sectoral analysis it should bo not** that

of production distribution and consuiption; adeiographic lodel describing fertility, lortality and liiS
and, aset of linkages between the two subiodels. These linkages »ay be thought of *V sector".Sell alZ
the purpose of econo.y-wide .odels is to bring to light the indirect conse^eL ofllSive^loiS
"SffiS:'*" -*"1 -* **ft the directTclTpol^
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asr °;HH"9S»sv.isr&ssaw a

IrteqratTna th« ?ntP„ thy "^"9- ^developing appropriate sub-models and
»i™S» V the larger development models already in use albeit
elsewhere, human resources would be economized.

An econometric aodel for aiacro level analysis of IPDP(sonie hints)

«?",„ Several references have been made in this section regarding the potential
of an econometric model (eg. multiple correlation and regression technique) In
tf sucnnu7aae wiirh3ptlmTHdeHel°Pment "*orrelat1onsh1pS9. Afew relevant hns
application. 1P C3Se USer °f the Manua1 °Pts for its

60. Once a research problem has been defined (eg. to determine the socio-
and0nr°pmaVCp^rrelt3tehS °f 3P°P"lation 9™*" component)9 the multiple corre a onand regression technique can be and has been used to study the interrelationsios
between population and development related variables for a given nation^/
hvnnfh«pa i"lar conte><t-usually such usage is predicated on the threshold
hypothesis which asserts that fertility begins to decline in the course of
andSsSciair°Ud^ \ ja/™ ^ °f develoPment as measured by selected economic

22/ For several of such studies and usage see UKECA (1979), "Regression analysis of factors affectinq
spatial n, op.cit. '

33/ The problea with the hypothesis is how to deteriine the ^threshold. See for example, United Nations
^1?/!^,°" conditions ^ trftnds of fertility in tlKjjafl&lSflfcSS (Onited Kations:New York,1972),Sales"
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61. For instance, the influence of education on fertility operates throuqh
several channels Prolonged schooling necessarily raises age at marriage; and
w th "sing age at marriage, fertility tends to decline. Education itself is
+« ?£ V *a-ted 2 ^onality and planning and these conditions are pertinent
*Tluad+°PtJ10n °f famil* Panning and contraceptive usage. It is also to be

—tn„ftwC/ 2" lS re.lated t0 °icuPation and income. With higher education,opportunities for higher-income professions and white-collar occupations can be
S^Hed; All these are pertinent to the adoption of the small family norm or

reduced fertmty In this regard, female education is particularly important
hn^ Jiaet!?U*led femalf- is exPected t0 en9age in occupations that are nothome-related thus generating aconflict in her role as aworker and mother. This
seems to be borne out by several studies.

!f;-.i/ Although religion is recognized as one of the most significant
social/psychological factors influencing human fertility behaviour, little is
Known about the relationship between religious affiliation and fertility.
Usewnere, the pattern of religious differentials in fertility conforms to the
differences in the religious prescriptions concerning family planning practices
and valuation of children. Religions that are pro-natalist in orientation include
Islam, Catholicism, Bhudhism, Hinduism, etc.

63;*- -,- -The Interplay of culture and religious belief in a country with a
multiplicity of ethnic groups makes the study of religion and fertility in any
country difficult; it then becomes difficult to attribute fertility behavioral
patterns to differences in religious philosophies in such a population.

64. As a demographic indicator of development, urbanization is often cited
in association with fertility transition. High fertility is adistinctive feature
of a rural population, where it is required to complement agricultural labour
force and neutralize the characteristically high mortality situation. In an urban
environment, the conditions are different. As a sociological characterization,
urbanism (or the way of life of urban dwellers) is typified by secularization,
secondary group relationships, voluntary association, increased segmentation of
roles and poorly defined social norms.

65. Two important patterns seem to have emerged from the literature on rural
and urban fertility in the different countries of the region. The first is a
rural-urban differential that is in favour of urban dwellers. The second pattern,
deriving from less convincing evidence, points to a possible rising trend in
urban fertility. And perhaps another trend, deriving from the second type or
consequent upon it, is the commonly observed positive relationship between major
modernization variables and fertility which had led to a rising rate of natural
increase as one proceeds from the more traditional to the more modern sector. It
is suggested that this phenomenon may be related to the better health and
environmental conditions to which urban women are exposed compared with women in
the smaller localities who do not enjoy the benefits of modern hospitals and
clinics, pure water, electricity and modern sanitation. The similarity of
fertility of urban and rural dwellers might result from the high fertility of
recent in-migrants relative to that of the urban born or in-migrants who have
lived in the city for a considerable length of time.
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cHy is o&d1fiH^ bttWeenu migrants and non-migrants in thenl LIL il y I. 1S thou9ht that such a phenomenon may be the result of lark
soc al stS^ r6Cent ™igrants who ma* not ente' ™> the urb nfertility it is alSn ™«• hi"^V as *?r beu exP°^d to forces favouring low
environment thP VnM V f that- e?n !f the m19™nts are exposed to an urban
existence of rur»^nH «?h6^ 1S t0 adJUSt in a W<*"y rural manner. Theexistence or rural-based subcultures among recent immiqrants in the citv mav alcnaccount for delayed acculturation and the persistent oTnTgh fert W
migrant group in urban areas. On these grounds, the rapid influ*of^rural urban
migrants is seen as a threat to the stability of the urbansoc*al structure hv
K«nginC°„nu^7bla n°rmatiVe dis^^-tionh\hUrrobuagh ^cil,^?11^^
cL.ih k^h-^5^} *? 1nfant mortality, it has been suggested that more effortshould be directed at maternal and child health care, preventive medicine
sanitation and education about nutrition and simple personal hygiene This is the
case because the reduction of infant mortality Invariably leadrto"a reduction
n™ 6Vel °f fertilit> as wel1- With a large number of surviving children

increasing pressure on housing develops along with problems of raisinq and
educating these children. Parents are likely to realize that the size of basic
r;^trr rbe !ichieved wi,th frr ^^^ trimi™' s:«?LfM ing,may. thus under9° a radical re-evaluation. On the other hand

,!rmayiaS0 ™cr,eaJe follow1ng a reduction in widowhood and a prolonged
WSM iS a1S° aSSOciated -«h high incidenceV

hlLrf nn^th^^^K^l0^0"^0"0?110 correlates of population growth componentsHo^L? -V* tn/esnold hypothesis can guide the analyst in ascertaining the
desired interrelationships. Additionally, the analyst should note that usually
the multiple correlation and regression technique (i) yields the optimum
weighting for combining a series of variables in predicting a criterion variable
and provides an indication of the accuracy of subsequent predictions; and, (ii)
permits analysis of variation (in the criterion variable) into component parts.

69. The typical table of results derived from such usage include zero order
and partial correlation coefficients, beta weights, multiple correlation
coefficient, the t and F statistics and the standard error of estimate. Consider
an additive version of the model such as

,XJ = B^ + B^ + B,X4 + + B„X (1)
where

Xj= the criterion variable;
Xj= the first independent variable;
X3= the second independent variable;
X4= the third independent variable; and,
Xn= the nth independent variable.
8S- beta weights

Suppose X is derived using say 1985 data (as base year of the plan) while 1995
is the horizon year of the plan period. If in 1995, there exist new estimates of
XZ) ... Xn , then from (1) , X, can be deduced for 1995 and for that matter, if
X2, X3 exist for 1995, then X4 for 1995 can be deduced,etc. A practical problem
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usina data 7„Qr tho Ka <^ ^ 5eU We1ghtS estimated f™m the model
be "enablP for thp abaSe ?T*°f the plan period <1985 in this case) will still
is io unri^tP th. hotssociathed horizon y**r dn this case, 1995). One suggestionis to update the beta weights as more recent data are available.

™A«- • ll is ^u5l as we11 t0 P°int out that the zero order correlationXlVZSZLS* +1ndices °f association between the criterion varTaMe^ «ch
beta we?ahtPr,rp va^.ab1es; E1t,he/ the part1al correlation coefficients or the
variables9h/, ?hp hi„h- V ^termining which of the several independentvariables has the highest association with the criterion. Either can therefore
be used as abasis for prioritizing the independent variablesin terms of the'r
d^vel^pSt^an0"5 ViW'ViS the demograPhlc objectives to be included^in the
l\'ai^ E1uaVy,ic1*l?e^ (ie* Partial correlation coefficient or beta weights)yields partial elasticities of the dependent variable with respect to the
an^™V^ 50*nat Ucables the analyst to hold var^blefconstantand thus come as near as the social scientist is likely to get to the laboratory
of sinX5 no?vd t0 VdHentif^and isolate the role of si"9le variables and hencePffpVnJpno^ V V. Thuf.either "n be used to estimate the relative cost-effectiveness of alternative population policies.

72. The square of the multiple correlation coefficient is an index of the
fhP^Jr^ vananc* \n the criterion variable explained by the combination ofthe selected independent variables. It provides atest for the relative accuracy
Siri-hi "Pe-Clf*7ed "°iel a5-WG.]1 as tne ade^acy of the selected independentvariables in terms of predicting the criterion and hence of the policies that
derive from the specified model.

7?* ... The 1 and F statistics form the basis of testing the statistical
significance of the zero order, partial and multiple correlation coefficients
The standard errors of estimate (for zero, partial and multiple correlation
coefficient) are indices of assessing the adequacy of the selected independent
variables m terms of predicting the criterion.

An illustration with Bongaarts model and proximate determinants

74. Available evidence based on contemporary knowledge indicates that amonq
the socio-economic correlates of fertility decline are reduced infant mortality
rate, reduced percentage engaged in agricultural production, amore egalitarian
income distribution, increased literacy and urbanization^/. One suggestion
for the research agenda of the designated Unit could be to investigate the
pertinence of these correlates for the country. To this end, the pertinent data
on these and other related variables could be assembled per political unit of the
country for which the information is available. The econometric model could be

34/ BirdsaU,H., "Analytical approaches to the relationship of population growth and development", Population
and Developaent Review, vol 3,Nos. 1/2 (March/June 1977).
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used, theG^^^^Vn^tt^a^Vin^Xtit^•tern,?h0f the quam* °f **
later in foliating policies m olrUcuul™9 it^6 ^J*5 and usin9 thedeterminants of fertility declVnp fnrP th *' altnou9h the socio-economic
broad appeal to policy makers hv ±™0\ntry 3S ^ derived «V have a
manipulation by officii policyIt V< tP„7. "I*™9 "le(Lhan1sil,s susceptible to
in application^ften thePe abli hed re?atU/hfnfH-«at ^ are P^lematicdirection in different sett^-search a9enda might glvl'̂ VS tblVoS^tVr^n^foT^f^i'li^
insights carn°malsothbe9Sd9 iV '̂Xi™^T °f fertilHy decli"es>influencing fertility thus derLd H»™ -*-° tte socl°-ec°nomic factors
factors operate are identified s'urh J?6«-,C mecnanJsmJs tnr°u9h which thesedeveloped'by B^r^l^^ Z^?s^*g"«« '". amodel

TFR = Cm x Cc x Ca x Ci x TF . . m
where

TFR is the total fertility rate; Cm is the index of thp

h!;«. • ™ de1 al1ows the direction of a fertility level into its nroximatodetermining components. From its application, Bongaart showed that variation, in
the factors of marriage, contraception, lactation and inducedI abortfn\™the
prlmary proximate causes of fertility differences among populations
78. Thus the model can be used in comparative fertility analysis to determino
the intermediate fertility variables (IFVs) responsible for fertilty differences
among populations or sub-groups within a population. Such analysisT is valuable
^t4-C10t"eCOn?1C. determinants of utility because the IFVs allow"thecVferViTitv and" h^3 *h™9h "J»1ch <™*™t socio-e'conolic UrTab
indicatorsr and Vert illfi " ^^ *"" relationshiPs between socio-economic
79. The model can also be used to trace a change in the fertility level of
a population to changes in the IFVs as well as to'estimate how mucf.onor I
combination of several of the IFVs would have to be modified toobtain a given

25/ Bongaart,J., "A franework for analyzing the proxiiate determinants of fertility" Pooulati™ an*
Developient Reviej, vol. 4, no.l (March 1978), pp. 105-132. y' P^atl°" anli
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reduction in fertility. Such a projection of alternative paths toward a future
fertility decline could be of interest to planners and policy-makers.

Derivation of development objectives36/

80. Following the establishment of interrelationships between population and
development related data, the second element in the conceptual framework for IPDP
is the derivation of the plan objectives. As an illustration of the foregoing
suggestions for studying these interrelationships, consider the case of
fertility and assume that the designated Unit within the Planning Ministry of a
country has reviewed the fertility data for the base year of the plan period and
found that (1) its level is high; and, (ii) it is a major determinant of the
country s population growth component.

81. Additionally, suppose from the established interrelationships, an analysis
of the country data reveals that (i) fertility is significantly inversely related
to urbanization, literacy, female age at first marriage and female labour force
participation; and, (ii) fertility and infant mortality rate are significantly
positively related, then the demographic objectives which are to be included in
the plan should take these results into consideration.

82. Development objectives such as reductions in infant mortality and
increased urbanization, literacy, female age at first marriage and female labour
force participation could be included in the plan consistent with the available
resources for implementation. Provided adequate caution is exercised, the general
plan objectives and goals could include the promotion of a high quality of life
and welfare to all citizens through preventing premature death and illness among
high risks groups of mothers and children; and, achieving lower population
growth rates through reduction of fertil ity consistent with the attainment of the
nations' economic and social goals.

83. In selecting these objectives use should be made of the general
recommendations of the Kilimandjaro Programme of Action on population (KPA37/)
in the areas of population and development strategy; fertility and family
planning; morbidity and mortality; urbanization and migration; changing role of
women in the development process; children and youth; population data collection,
analysis ,training, and research; community involvement and role of non
governmental organizations; and, information dissemination.

36/ The developnent objectives for the Agriculture sector are discussed latter in this section.

37/ See UNECA, KPA ,E/ECA/PSD.4/41; E/ECA/PSD.5/42; E/ECA/PSD.6/21, op. cit.; See also ONECA, Kiliaandiaro
Prooramaie of Action on population fOBECA:Addis Ababa,1984),ST/ECA/P0P/1, (JHFPA PR0J.N0.RAF/83/P02,
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84. It will be recalled that the World Population Plan of Action fWPPfl^«/\
levIloH^growth ratt atout » hv% consistenttuwi1t^rthe 9oals of reducing the annual
L™ ae iooci 2% by 1985; raisin9 the life expectancy at birth to at least
WeTlPtVs bv85lW5°Wepli^intant ThrUm/ rat! (IMR) to at most 12° Sr 1000rural ,,rhanmLl? J elimi.n/*in9 the undesirable consequences of excessiverural-urban migration; facilitating voluntary international movements- and

voutK^^Hnn"0"^ thG imPlications of hanging numbers "and propositions^^youth, working age groups and the aged when formulating policies and programs.
85. Equally the International Conference on Population (ICP39/1 called nn
St°U?«tiefiSnWlth Mgh !?0rtllity levels t0 <*> ai* for life expect ofk- lt*K*°JF*rs and infant mortality rate (IMR) of less than 50 per 1000 live
?hrthS byJn« far 2000; and {ii> reduce mate™^ mortality by atPLt 50% by
birtr7n°n0,° Wh6re 2UC? ~:tality iS hi9her than 10° mate™al deaths'periooToooZl™ .Con1ce.rnin9 utility, the ICP suggests that measures for its reduction
?^LnClUde ,Chan9inS' attitudes of the people from large to smallfam lies; expanding and improving female education programmes; improv noemployment opportunities for women outside the home; introducingo'r expand ng
family planning services and facilities; liberalizing laws govern nq
dpSplon^ntVe HVaiJ^"IV and1use; and increasing the age at marriage. On ruraldevelopment and urbanization policies, the ICP recommended reducing concentration
SrnE?5inn -\n °ne -°r a f!W urban areas; developing more medium-sized towns;prov ding social services and amenities in the rural areas; and, providing credit
facilities for the rural areas.

Formulation of policies and programmes 40/

86. The population policy formulation aspect usually commences with an
analysis of the population dynamics together with an assessment of the
implications of such analysis for socio-economic development. These implications
are then used to determine the policy goals and objectives. Thereafter
appropriate measures are formulated to achieve the latter.

87. Thus the third element in the conceptual framework for IPDP is the
uri^ari0n °f t^ie Set of soci°-economic and demographic policies for achieving

the defined plan objectives. Both demographic and economic policies should be
formulated in a comprehensive and integrated manner to produce the desired

38/ United Nations, Report of the United Hations World Population Conference , 1974: Bucharest, 19-30 August
1974 (United Nations:New York,1975); United Hations, Onited Hations World Population Conference: Action Taken
at Bucharest (United Nations:New York,1974).

39/ United Nations, Report of the International Conference on Population.1984r Hexico City, 6-14 Auqust 1984
(United Nations:New York, 1984).

40/ The policies and progra«tnes for the agriculture sector are discussed latter in this section.
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development outcomes. Once the demographic goals, objectives and policy measures
of the plan have been so determined, the setting of specific targets for
achieving the policy measures should accordingly be carefully handled.

88. The targets to be set during the plan period should take the various
recommendations of the KPA, WPPA and ICP noted earlier into account relative to
the existing fertility, mortality and migration levels of the country. In
principle, the set targets should be realistic in relation to the estimated
levels of these components (from the country's data).

89. It is pertinent at this point to reflect on a few principles regarding
the setting of targets pursuant to the attainment of the formulated policies and
programmes!!/. It is suggested that the planner (either general economic or
sectoral) should provide the responsible politician with alternative implications
of his/her analysis who then would assume responsibility for selecting a set of
target(s) for monitoring the implementation of the formulated policies and
programmes.

90. In doing so, the politician should note that too many targets could be
competitive or even contradictory thus generating uncertainty; hence the fewer
the targets, the better. Equally, a consistent series of targets should be
selected to clarify the interrelationships between the different parts of the
plan as well as to give qualitative expression both to plan objectives and the
required resources for their implementation. All the set targets need not be met
on annual basis but the trend over a period of years should (i) conform to the
set targets; and, (ii) ensure the attainment of desirable changes in the economy.
This necessitates periodic revision of the targets consistent with the changing
conditions.

91. Targets could take many forms depending on whether the first planning
attempts are being addressed (eg. for the agriculture sector: number of
irrigation wells to be dug) or more elaborate forms of planning (eg. expected
level of demand for agricultural products) or the contribution of the sector to
the balance of payments or even issues that cannot be related to planned
production (eg. the provision of farm amenities such as water and electricity)
are being contemplated. In either case, because both aggregate and individual
commodity targets have their merits and demerits, a combination of both is
desirable in a development plan.

92. One of the suggested approaches in establishing preliminary targets is
the use of (i) an index of the magnitude of a desirable agricultural output (eg.
estimated total requirement of agricultural products); (ii) a simple projection
of recent trends of output (eg. supply of main crops/livestock products); (iii)
some indicator of the interplay of commodity supply/demand trends (eg. a rising
trend of imports/real prices for a commodity, a falling trend of exports); (iv)
an index of different types of development (eg. data on the agricultural
resources or on farm management or cost factors" for different parts of the
country); (v) vinput programming' (eg. the expected return from large scale

41/ For details of these principles, see United Nations, Introduction to agricultural planning (FAO
Roue,1970), op. cit. pp. 63-103.
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Sa^lTO of'.o?a,tT™Kloi!i,tf0r rPleti0" dt^ the planof the country together with llZrltZ]? 'I1 •°s,t«PP»,opr1ate for some areas
an index number of AgriculturalTrodu?t*onw^fnt/phys1ca1 1nputs; and- <vi1productivity!^. WQU,lurii Production with component indices of area and

on" an Sv^^^ and afinal selection based
handled by experts. Equally I shnnirf L %]% WA target aPP™aches should be
for the sector (ie^^ystemaiicallv^eJ°\l0V^^'^ Pr^^^y Urgsts
results from current/oroiecteri Wi'V9 lnt°. balance per commodity) the

Mmmmmm-mSffiK ^ diff6rent "" PSri0dS «^^"« » «.«™ indT-rnoS^S

P-all^f^^^^^
AlKtWe^thrva0;- SeCti°tn °f thG Nation^lTeJelZenfpTan'' d'XnT
of thP npp yi'.«, i1arJSUS,seAt0P P^Srammes are issued as individual programmes
pre^edTt- dKntW^tneVe '̂a "need t^^t^Vl=1sector programme once it is ready and approved. implementing each

&/ Ibid.

^h?!^B\°;' "^^ desl9Bin9 a«»Pi:ehensive Hational Population Prograne" NationalConference onWia's Population policy, f,,,^ g^^. T7 . ia May iQM "* "* ' ""*w "Whence on
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97.97 The second option is to constitute ameeting of each of the specialists
nlhe7 Population- related sectors from the government and non governmental

?n9 this notion0 tlSl19tVhe ei?.1r? TT aJ °nS 9r0Up at the same tim'- InUlalliersMctivSn 'JJ -he PartJcjPants discuss together and agree about the
well tin * * expected per sector; they then break into various
c.C.2 J ^^roups to work out details of each sector programme. At a

l!1eThry session the sector programmes are discussed9,modified and
in nthJJatedVThls e/n.s"re1s that W tne Npp drives from the input of specialists
establishedf Z' (n • ?ka?fts betweGn the diffe™t ^cto'r prograles are
Itreamlined! ' (lll) inconsistencies between sector programmes are

98. The NPP then provides a guide to the preparation of the reaional
5l?rs™t,nt a? latt *™ Particu?arl? "?«""* for very^lUe cffilS]rfifWntf-?. socio-economic regional disparities and with marked cultural
differentials as well as a government desire to respond to the specific needs
sect ;srofieanvaNPPStaargeS °/ dV?loP™*per regi°n Invariable wSnioolicv i?tpafyand tho6 'fUMtl0n °f the comprehensiveness of the population
?mn,w ll* a-a,nd. thJL Pj:Gvailin9 conventional wisdom which is to serve as amodus operandi' in the formulation of the population policy.

Relationship between macro and sectoral levels of IPDP

99. The foregoing conceptual framework relate to the macro level of IPDP
However planning in terms of sectors is the only way to comprehend the totality
of a nations economic life. It provides the frame for planning the growth of
each sector and through it, that of the entire economy. Unlike macro level
planning whose coverage area is conterminous with the political boundaries of
a nation, sectoral planning addresses specific development concerns and divides
the economy into sectors of economic significance in respect of production and
consumption.

100. Basically, the activities of a sectoral ministry in acountry tend to
relate to particular problems and specific topic studies and are undertaken only
when there exist a pressing problem to be solved. To some extent therefore,
every country possesses some data needed for sectoral analysis. Successful
planning requires the translation of nationwide objectives and policies into the
specific requirements of individual sectors and sub-sectors as well as into the
still more specific details of individual projectsM/.

101. Sometimes, this process of translation is either not done properly or
is not done at all because the staff of the Central Planning Agency of the
country and those in sectoral ministries may not communicate adequately with each
other Accordingly, the typical development programme moves forward with weak
connections between "the top" and "the bottom".

44/ BauB, w. and Tolbert,S.H., Investing in development (oxford University Press,1985),chapter 5
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between the^CSE,? T^^U^^W" b^ ^ 9-P
work by analyzing the effects ofThP\0rttf"rs}' lt; ^P^ents macroeconomic

contribution ofsector! analvsf, i??n h-A "St ^ the eCOnomy' an 1-Portant
development o? othe-sectors and to en.t™* V* 1l,p-act f aSector on therecommendations from one sector^3/ ^^ ln P°liCy and 1n«"t«"t

•is? .Hk"V' Pf•̂ xar^srajs js» ssector studies; if they do, they find it difficult to spare them from other
droan;at^erm°re',Wit1h1n many tra<iitional ministries, a variety oforganizational, procedural, and bureaucratic impediments to co-ordination
interfere with the establishment and effective working of programming units
J?L,™„ Conceptually, the same three necessary elements for macro-economicplanning of studying interrelationships; deriving development objectives- and
formulating policy measures and programmes together with associated targets are

DP° To esf sthat^r1 Pla""?"9- I." this regard, what is sVgnlf IcWor1HUH process is that the various identified sectoral policies and programmes oer
MahinPPrrv1?lShthUlM "e aSSemb1ed by a desi9"ated unit within'the rTanning
I tizedVh 6MnaTTi^f SeC1ti°n °f thf H1niStry 0f P1annin9> and th*"«flUililz^-tTne fl"a VSt of P°1lcies and programmes selected should befeasible in terms of implementation (ie. in relation to available resources)
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simultaneous with being consistent in addressing the incidence of poverty,
unemployment and inequality in the nation during the plan period45/.

107. In this context, the main difference between the conceptual framework
for the macro and sectoral levels of planning is that the data, research
techniques and models used (per sector) in determining the interrelationships as
well as the associated demographic objectives, policies and programmes have to
be sector specific. For instance, consider the agricultural sector.

Basic elements of agricultural sector planning (ASA)

(i) The problem areas of agriculture in relation to population

108. Demand is the dynamic factor in agricultural sector planning; it
stimulates agricultural productivity and production. The factors determining this
demand are however, exogenous to the sector. On the other hand, supply is
conditioned by the biological/seasonal nature of the sector besides the facts
that farmers are scattered in small units; and, many of them only produce for
their home consumption. Given these and other difficulties, agricultural planning
should start with a study of the sector4£/. This should be followed by sector
planning, regional development planning, policy studies, project preparation and
project monitoring.

Sector studies

109. Sector studies are crucial for IPDP because they orient subsequent
plans/policies and offer many opportunities to identify population-related issues
in agricultural development as well as possible linkages between agricultural and
population policies. These studies (i) assess the state of the sector and its
supply potential; (ii) project future demands; (iii) analyze production factors
in depth; and, (iv) examine inter!inkages between population and various
activities within the sector as well as between the sector and the rest of the
economy.

110. Operationally, such a study should provide the government with an overview
of the sector; assist in deciding on allocation of national resources; clarify
the consequences of policy alternatives; indicate how changes in the sector might
affect the rest of the economy; and, generate ideas on new investment area as
well as the relative priority of different initiatives.

111. The logical outcome of sector studies should be projections of food demand
based on econometric functions under hypotheses regarding income growth.
Alternative population projections (especially variants differing by the speed

$5/ Todaro,M., Econoaxc developient in third world countries (HcGraw Hill,1985).

46/ Onited Hations, Planning agriculture (FAO: Roie,1984).
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dtfforiann,1Zati0n) Sr0UJd be tried t0 assess the sensitivity of food needs todifferent courses of demographic events.

Sector Planning

lilkunh SeCl°r st,udl*es are particularly useful when translated into action
through a sector plan which then fixes production objectives for the secto?
within the framework of national development goals by (i settL realistic
flTCtp™-81-1 maj°r ?artS °f the S6Ct0r °ver the ^ium/long term periods d?i111jeter1minin9 requirements for technical and financial aid. To be effective
with nrn^t5?! ?Set °Ut Pri°rirty Investment programmes and projects togetherwith organizational arrangements for their implementation.

IriLc1,^6 se,ct°r.studiesj sector planning requires data on the resources and
awlc^JurS^^rT-1" th?tsect01r- Thes* s?ould delude number/composition ofal Production units; volume and value of agricultural commodities; the
K»t?nn n9/9ed •" a9r\culture; agricultural income and expenditures;
consumption of agricultural commodities; and, the relationship between
ae9xoor Uilnr? W"* °f ^ ^T (eg' %of GDP due to agriculture To?
oulation? °n agriculture; %of the agriculture to total

114. A major source of these data should be the agricultural censuses which,
among other things, should collect data on number of agricultural holdings {and
their characteristics); area under crops (and volume of production for main
crops); number of livestock (and volume of production of some livestock
products); numbers of persons (and characteristics) employed in agriculture;
number of agricultural machines owned (and their use); irrigation (and
drainage); use of fertilizers; food and fishery products obtained from
agricultural holdings; and, association of agriculture with other sectors. To
have value, this physical stocktaking should be accompanied by a thorough
appraisal of current and future productivity of these resources; this calls for
appraisal of agricultural resources.

115. An agricultural resource appraisal should start with an assessment of the
limitations for land use due to its physical characteristics. This should
indicate the laws that would respond with sufficient economic returns to the
application of improved production techniques and investment of appropriate
operating and improvement capital (better seeds, fertilizer, irrigation and
drainage). It should also show the geographic location of areas where farmers
should be provided with the market price and credit conditions that are
necessary for the expansion of the volume and efficiency of agricultural
production.

116. In the absence of basic statistics - broad assumptions should be made
about the resources on the available evidence. Such estimates should as much as
possible be based on a number of years (due to weather conditions). Given this
inventory, the magnitude and change of current agricultural trends should be
determined in order to decide the direction which the plan should attempt to
alter.
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Regional Development Planning (RDP)

117. Thus far with sector studies/planning. The implementation of sector plans
often entails RDP. This includes improvement of health services, water supplies,
education facilities. It requires multi-disciplinary analysis. Regional planninq
is needed to promote more balanced development within the country; its foci
include issues of spatial location of activities, distances, transportation and
communication networks. Accordingly, the setting of regional development
objectives should be based on an examination of the needs and strategies of the
local population.In terms of IPDP, regional strategies regarding the utilization
of production factors (labour and land use) and technology issues in agriculture
should be studied. Some of these issues are pertinent here.

118. Based on the foregoing considerations and in the light of an FAO study,
it was reported that fourteen out of forty Sub-Saharan African countries did not
have enough land (assuming subsistence level farming) to support on a
sustainable basis, a population as large as that estimated for 197547/. In
terms of the destruction and degradation of the resource base on which depend
agriculture and many related sectors, the study stresses that the main causes are
(i) the over exploitation of land due to inappropriate cropping practices (e g
the use of steep slopes and marginal land for arable farming as well as
excessive reduction of fallow periods); (ii) the overgrazing of rangelands by
livestock populations; (iii) the deforestation of wooded areas caused by clearing
for agriculture, felling for timber, shortening fallow periods under shifting
cultivation, the gathering of fuelwood and the increased occurrence of fires;
and, (iv) poor water management systems and the increasing salinity and
alkalinity of irrigated soils.

119. The expansion of further land for cultivation is constrained in many
parts of the region because of such diseases as river blindness and sleeping
sickness (e.g. Sudan). Any large expansion of agricultural production requires
some form of irrigation. Shortage of surface or underground water in many parts
of the region (e.g. the Nile Basin) is a constraint to irrigation development.
Poor water management is considered to be the most important single constraint
to irrigated crop production. Multiple cropping (i.e. more than one crop a
year from the same piece of land) is a typical way to cope with rising
populations. Farm studies in the region show that, on average, a 10 per cent
increase in farming intensity involves a 3 to 4 per cent increase in the amount
of labour per hectare. Labour input per hectare increases because, under
intensive farming systems, the extra hours required for land preparation,
sowing, weeding and plant protection more than offset the reduction of
hours-essentially for land clearing-associated with shorter fallow periods.

120. Consequent upon these and other constraints, African agriculture has,
for more than two decades, been experiencing a crisis in which per capita food
production has fallen by nearly 20 per cent since 1961; food imports have been

17/ World Bank, World developient RePOrt.1984 flte World Bank:Q0P.1984i. chap 8 Box 8.4: See also DHECA,
Deioqraphic Handbook for Africa, )w (OHECA: Addis Ababa, 1984), chap. 6.
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tE^&'^x^n^VTfra: uan0der ermT ^^- *«*governments' policies of taxing farmers whilo91CUKltliraI Productivity arl
increasing dependence upon importedI food fr*n ,!„tSUbhsldlZlng c°ns<"»ers thus
changes in government; low rateIfor*aaH™Wn™q •nt«.ha.nge 1n Po]^c^ due tolack of spare parts for needecI martlKj/ 'lnefflClent human "sources and

of'food pVXtio^and o?M,V,i^VEC.UMnttr1Vhb,^n the ratestargets or to the planninq mode sthat ^1. •llther to the setting of wrong
Such models have tended to be uK savinn • ?Ver fr°m colo"^l heritage9
countries in terms of food shortages and ^npln?18^* -and ^"rious to thesocio-economic situations snortages and unemployment in the post colonial

Inciude a'biafagfinsTTgS^ th<Vmain causes °f the crisis
high Population Vowthraes "decline fn Ph°j,c^of ^African government
harvested area are being developed a lack of t^ f Wh\Ch ,arable land and
widespread stagnation or even decline in jL ^ "0l°9lcal change leading to
of the environment; and an external econolr pPn/leldS; .ai;Cue1erated degradationand more difficult for mosttfSSK'Sffi;'.^."-"
linkage ^^^^,,1%^^^t^1^ °f ^ laCk °f effectiveinstitutes of the member Stat^ 7„h fV -he u"ivel"sities and ministerial
African agricultural development fhe S™' ^ iS the ver* bane °f
establishments have no access to reLarch rP,,,Yt ^ °,ften the "tension
co-ordination. In some cases Iven w£™ ™rh results. d"e lai"9ely to lack of
«y not have the needed human resources SI'//6"1^' *he extens1°"
area is marketing which cai be reason.hlv JncPlen}atl0n- Arelated Problem
extension services, thas betn 't f f6 " part °f the cha1" of

48/ United nations, African agricultairp; the ^ ?s yMW8 (PA0: RoBe, 1986).
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(ii) Development objectives in agriculture

125.

Sift, Innlerda\7o1n0aPlitgermasdd;thi0na1 ttech-l°V t0 overcome P^cSS
5t..tir'd'! ?™^
r en{at^;7tehaeS!-nn91nthe1SUP^y0f C°nSUmer 9°°ds•The'e <s aneedfoV0"8.

iwMii c+^taddit.i0nJ lhe su99ested changes should be implemented within an
?h!o V Str?tegy ai"ed at sustained growth. Radical changes should be made to
rSinn*e™t enf°H°oh Cenvirc«* Countries should not continue tcopew?ththe
rising cost of debt service and the destabilizing effect of fluctuatinnVin
Zrl^l^-^I* revenues* Both donors a"d recipientsfurther commitments to one another in future development programies.

the* sizeDeoSfPitLtthei^hClin'>1n the P?Portions of ^e agricultural labour force,tne size of that labour force continues to grow in the face of the raniH
population growth rate in the countries. In ordlr to absorb thisNrowlnof llbour
force into productive employment in the course of development th"neJd is to
improve the efficiency and labour absorption capacity of the Vural sector In
this regard the specific variables that should be considered in agHcultural
planning include the available physical resources (land, water, sonetc
trends in agriculture production (imports, exports inputs, producer prices
etc.), investment in agriculture, demand and supply situations, rural urban
workers and taxes, and targets of other sectors of the economy

(iii) Policies and programmes for the agriculture sector

!??; t In °rder t° overcome the aforementioned constraints and ensure
Itll™lia,?ce and se?f sufficiency in the food production of the most affected
countries in the region within the framework of the agricultural crisis it is
ch^iH $ thatJn +-e short term (the next five *ears>> African governmentsshould focus attention on programmes that will quickly improve the food supply
situation namely storage, processing, transportation, distribution and marketing
of agricultural produce as well as the provision of certified seeds for all
tarmers.

129. Regarding storage, it is known that as farmers in most of the
countries produce more food, more of it is lost to weeds, insects, birds,
rodents, fungi bacteria and viruses both in the field and during the post-harvest
stages. Governments should adopt a strategy of reducing food losses as a means
of increasing food availability. To arrest the high storage losses, bulk storage
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price or essential food items as well as keep food quality high.

exists fpA„SH«i Slr^egy iS !°r the countries to define the food problem as it
?hl?r ni?;9' •al"utr,tJon' under-nourishment and food deficiencies)- determNw

tf"rn a"d lev«lof food consumption relative to standard food intate Sn
°nareqnu?rdeSdaS "d ine ^r •target "T^J0" leVelS and thMffoodrelation tnthea? ,def™e Policies on food production and distribution in

EK« «« d;s+^vantaged areas and socio-economic groups; and, develop adata base °n population size, age-sex structure, ruralUan dikributlon! fSod
ate of nutrition; food supplies, production, imports, and ecologicalintake and state

areas

H?!t*'k +• °n lje Drovis1on of basic infrastructure such as transportation
a" eTVteuK^S^ agrifultural P™duce> *should bK* t

between i th °Pm6n -rTr6S Strikin9 an aPP™priate balance
infrlst™^ T6 ^iruCtly Productive and investments in
villa™ «H h«i«P rUr3J r?auS bring traders' truckers, and officials tovillages and help encourage health and education personnel to live there and
enaoie villagers to travel to markets and elsewhere. The lack of marketing
sv??^nr1at„ieh Can aCt \S 3+P0Werfu1 disince"tive to farmers; improving market ngsystems can be as important as introducing farming methods that increase yields

132. Besides these short term strategies, it is suggested that over the lono
^n?MT™nVhSh0UldiC0ns1der the P™visi°ns of infrastructure andI social
orenarnnllnH^ rUra1 are«- "^ng large investment in agriculture, andpreparing land resources map. Only with the provision of land use maps would the
governments have a precise knowledge of the soils and be in a position to
recommend appropriate fertilizers at adequate levels to the farmers. In the
provision of these infrastructure, the farmers should be involved in the
decisions regarding, for example, which roads and dams to construct. This would
enable them feel that these structure belong to them as well as encourage them
to participate in their construction under the guidance of technical experts;
this would reduce costs.

133. In order to achieve the targets set in sector, sub-sector and regional
development plans, awise selection of policies should be designed to (i) induce
maximum returns with the utmost economy in the use of scarce resources; and (ii)
improve access to inputs such as seeds, pesticides and fertilizers. Although
population considerations do not assume a prominent place in policy analysis
some policy studies require appropriate knowledge on specific aspects of
population dynamics and 'households' behaviour and hence call for the integration
of some socio-economic demographic variables. For instance, manpower policies
aimed at ensuring an adequate supply information on labour force participation
by sex, age, sector, space and time.

134. Equally, input supply policies for small-scale farmers should take into
account the availability of family labour for input application. Price policies
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structur $ua*Vkn0wledge on farmers' reactions to price changes given the
?rekof the^r needs and market access. Food security policies should

consider how population change may affect security factors in the worMnq of the
im^t^^S/ ^i'tagraHan E°^^es should address issues tUt arelinked to the effects of population growth and possibly miqration) on tenure and
land ownership patterns when assessing problems^- ffligratl0n; on tenure and

imnlpmpntpd^pf6-^; the SU^ess of any Plan d*Pends on whether it can be
nt pP™Ject D:eParatlon sho"™ begin with identification of apotential

*' lh.e la"er should be investigated in afeasibility study. This study
Oper Uonallv tt^l^'°^e+ctives and the best approach to achie gthemuperationally the identification of a problem requiring intervention often
Sbl^ the LCtual s1tuation ciiVrger;^aes rable and that such condition could persist (or even deteriorate! unle<;<;
ttrllt oXX™? *? imP]Tn}ed- ProjeCt P1™"* requi™! 7haV such a
oonulatinn thfc Cl£arly sPecJfied in terms of the size/location of its targetimpact) anCeS determ1nati0" of project objectives (in terms of

estimatP^hp9,^! several approaches that can and should be used to identify and
est mate the size of the target population are the (i) key informant approach-
In nC°runity forum aPPr?ach; (iil^ ^atistical indicators approach; and (iv)
census/survey approachfil/. The first of these involves asking knowledgeable
!de!!??fv^^ to assess the existence of aPart1cular%rSM« SS o
identify/estimate the target population involved. Often, this approach yields
co"2 fv^aplpbJaSed in1f1orrnat+i0n' ?VeCOnd approach obtains information fromcommunity members usually gathered for the purpose of discussing community
problems that may require external support and intervention to resolve

spLtPd^LTn^ t0 thl th!.rd aPProach> economic and social indicators onselected areas of concern based on past censuses or surveys are also useful in
nntd^pH"9 the SiZ+e.°f thetar9et Population; however, such indicators may beoutdated or may not be available at the community and social groups level. The
^^^^ fPSnS1Ve d3ta f°Urce °n target P°P^ation are special samplesurveys/censuses of communities. In practice, therefore, a combination of the
four approaches should be used. ™e

138. Overall, three population-related issues are of concern to the
agricultural planner at project preparation stage. The first pertains to
structural issues within the agricultural labour force and their implications for
the organization of production and technological options. The second is the lack
ot social (andI demographic) homogeneity of local populations with differential
labour and land use strategies by social group (and type of families). The third
pertains to possible impacts of projects and programmes (under study) on
population and labour force dynamics including differential effects by social
group or type of families. y *ULId'

50/ Marcoux, A.; op.cit.

51/ Rossi,P.H. and Freenan,HX, Evaluation: asvsteiatic apPrn^h (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications,1982).
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prLra^L^^Tn^L65;^0?"1'11,0" variables should be considered during project

of°1nputs olftouTs ampdne?flrJcStTah9e' th»f Pr,°fCt Can be v1ewed fr™ the levelsui inputs, outputs and effects. There should be an overall evaluation nf tho „!,„
?n nhT-ar+hlnte7als' based on detailed Progress report The follo* u needed

t«"s as7«lP ™ - s«SITfor^tio^ pro^rd Su,th.9vo^Sit^^^^^0^

SecrPtariatBtanel°? thA questionnaire^3/ developed and used by the ECA
Action for Afri^n1^ the- imPleme"tation of the United Nations Programme of
,fnrplntr aTil™ EJcono"1c Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD) and on theaforementioned three desiderata of development efforts, some of the aqricultural

se^tt1Te\^^dt?tPprry•^rkan^Wt planning can be recouped+tha/t.a™ aimed at eliminating and/or minimising agricultural sector (i)poverty; (n) unemployment; and, (iii) income inequality { }
142. From the said questionnaire, the policy options that might be aimed at
eliminating and/or minimising agricultural sector poverty and income inequality
include (i) raising substantially the level of investment in JgHculture; ft
IJflTs Paction; (iii) restoring, protecting and developing arable and
and rendering it more productive; (iv) improving and expanding the storage
capacity, distribution and the marketing system; (v) the establishment of
remunerative produce pricing policies; (vi) the establishment and strengthening
ot incentive schemes, eliminating pricing policies that have tended to dlscouraqe
production and providing effective agriculture credit programmes; and, (vii)
increased use of fertilizers, improved seeds and pesticides.

143. Regarding eliminating and/or minimising the incidence of agricultural
sector unemployment, the policy options might include (i) the development of
agricultural research and extension through the creation of a network of
agronomical research stations and extension for the design and diffusion of
appropriate agricultural technologies; (ii) the establishment of assistance
programmes for small farmers especially women, food producers and rural youth-
and, (m) the improvement of the distribution of products.

52/ HarcoiU£,A., (1989), op.cit.

53/ The policy options in the developnent planning of the agricultural sector in ECA neaber states derive fro*
aquestionnaire prepared and used by the ECA Secretariat to aonitor the iapleientation of UHPAARED.
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144. This grouping of policy options are only indicative Actual countrv
experiences would defer to some extent. What is important in ihis contextis
established^ TSi?le' lhG, e°Pulat*on development interrelationsh^
seclorl 1P Z L °naVeaf at the macro level) should aim at evolving
sectoral (or macro level) development objectives and thence oolicies and

LXntl" ta11°red t0WardS addreSsi"g the ^&&%*%
these aQricnul^frabia^-°f tHiS S^Ct1T (J} the CAPPA s*ste*> used to deriveIPDrarfpresen^ed " 0Utlined and> (ii> the remaining constituents of

CAPPA, a model for Agricultural Sector Analysis (ASA)54/.

.!«A *gricu,]tura1 se?tor analysis (ASA) generally, comprises a set of tools
used in describing, projecting and evaluating the characteristics, potentialities
and performances of agricultural sector in a countrySV. Its objective s to
rl^Zt -6 l^6?-0110" of Private and Public decisions pertaining to different

» institutional or technical sub-sectors, resources and markets in the
country. General models have been developed and used in ASA; the most common
being linear programming. Additionally, econometrical estimated models, systems
dynamics simulation models and general equilibrium models have been used
However, these various approaches have not fared well in practice.

147. This led to the development of non formalized sector analysis The first
major effort in this direction was the Indicative World Plan (1965-85); a study
ot all regions in the world-based on country level data conducted during 1962-70
inis study laid the foundation for a series of wide ranging analytical tools for

ASA including Food Balance Sheets, Supply Utilization Accounts and Demand
Projection Models. These 'Country Perspective Studies' (CPS) had a 10-15 years
horizon and were based on the scenario approach.

148. Asecond major step in the development of non-formalized sector analysis
was the standardization of the methodology of the CPS and extension of the 96
countries-based study to 'Agriculture Towards 2000' (ie. AT2000)5§/.

149. Essentially the CPS involved (i) the examination of the overall economic
situation and outlook; (ii) the formulation of development objectives for the
agricultural sector; and, (iii) the translation of such general objectives into
production and trade targets. The goal was to assess the conditions and policies
under which realistic output targets could ensure an acceptable balance between

54/ The analysis in this part of the section derives largely froa the direct' contributions of the FAO
Econoaic and Social Policy Departaent staff particularly Messrs Allain Harcoux and J. Vercueil. For instance
Figure 1 was prepared by Mr. Vercueil. '

55/ Vercueil, J. (1989hop.cit.

56/ Onited Nations, Planning Agriculturer (FAO: Roae,1984),op. cit.
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^it?3rtwS%£SW tahnd ^ 9nHtrade f0r each "«d^y (orpotentialities; 'assessment of the sv tenTnf1^ exaTation <* the technical
would help transfom poSi2l1tlesyint7«ffP t1-" andeconomic incentives thatthat domestic demand was met effective achievements; and, ensuring

Assumption1;, "vTrU^s^and^dju" m\Vfu^\TpSssible ?.1C\-* SUCC^Veproduction and thence elaboration Th.,„ T P0ssib1e targets were set for
support their imSent on* e theYarll?) ^Thelinear "J-10"*.™^ to
designing 1*K£ff settlng sub-sectoral targets; and,

The tasks and structure of CAPPA

of that K? "' lab0Ur f0rce and ""trition dimensions. CAPPA is the risult

rura^urban nugrat^n; and, (iv) perform nutritional analysis. In the context rf
fSr ASA™ ' A" US6d t0 d6riVe 1nvestment a"d emplo^ent policies required

aa?icultura1P/l0!-Stn(!eSired t0 facnitate the construction of scenarios for theagricultural sector. A scenario s a set of Droiections that Hm„i3t0 ihl
cul ll,?"/ "^ Vari1a,bleS f°r the "^cultural sectorfood demand and tradecultivated areas, yields, cropping intensities, labour utlization, etc land for
its environment (population, micro-economy, etc.), over a specified period of
time (usually including or corresponding to the next plan period).

rationale^ thaTthl*Ppr°ich. t0 PJan"ing iS 0ne valuab1e tot>1 for ASA; itsrationale is that the analysis and comparison of alternative scenarios of
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stratealP^ L JL11 T* Jhen'ble, pU"ners to asses the feasibility of alternativeh^nth= • uGl1 as. l^ ™Pllcations, for the whole sector, of alternative
S h„°" keyMvariables °r eternal courses of events during the plann ngperiod, thus providing amore solid basis for decision making.

the'anrirMittiSain,Pi0rtant t0 Str?SS here the fact that in developing scenarios,
mode 9Reaard[nn Pth0nn*r "^ Tk eithe/.in (0 a'projection' or 'requirements;assumnHn9n, Yn9t '.Projections mode', the planner starts with numerical
assumptions about population and national income growth parameters, qrowth of
a2rIr1,Hra "TT? baSe i>aramet^ as •*!1« parameters for the growth ofagricultural productivity, by product and land class.

157. These assumptions form the inputs of agiven scenario; the system then
trade%\cauesPrtChroeqUenCeS f°r ^cultural Production, consumption fore gn
the oiann^r it* ftl conSeqTCeS mi.9ht not be consistent with the desired ones,the planner has the option of experimenting with different sets of assumptions.

wi nf ^ardi+9 thie 'roquirements mode', the planner defines adesired future
then use, fhl'rlop?1 prtoducttio" <°r sa* °f agricultural balance of payments) and
»™StT' system to derive aset of supply and demand parameters that

!"^^,e"t t0 ensur! that the targets are met. In this mode, the challenge
for policy planning is to determine whether those values of supply and demand
parameters are feasible and if so, how to induce them through policy changes

in^ho *?ne -ther differonce between the two modes of the CAPPA system is that
nlLf rec>ulrements mode', an important set of parameters is the ratio of
domestic production to total supply (ie. self sufficiency ratio) for each
expansion ^arfM ^V^ f"tUre PeH°ds) in the CAPPA s*stem- The required
CAPPranalvsis nn ?hl ntY^h mProv^n\ in Pe^ *™ then found through thelappa analysis On the other hand, in the 'projection mode', the self sufficiency
UnTtJkT, determi.'!fd rosidually consequent upon projected yields, cultivated
land and the demand side parameters. In the ANNEX, only the 'operation mode' is
?S6d inr„ecXL1?lni"9 CAPPA'S P^ential for the scenario building process in ASA(using CAPPA's Ghanaian data base for illustration).

160 "The typical use of CAPPA consists in projecting internal demand for
agricultural products (food products and raw materials for industry) asa result
of popu ation growth and modifications in the macro-economic setting Then, while
wa^tP? "Ill aCCTt eXtetr"al trale 0"J«t1ves and other utilizations (seed feedwaste), the production targets which should be satisfied by agricultural supply
can be determined. The consideration of various alternative policies for
K ^°.nta the macro economic aggregates, lead to the determination of a
range for the agricultural production targets. The objective of the projection
and analysis of supply is then to explore whether the agriculture sector can
ouJltne h0efSethtr9fS' idfUty the maJor co"straints and priorities and g°ve ancircumstances-^/. ^ strate9les and policies needed under different

57/ Vercueil, J., •Setting targets for agricultural planning" (FAO: Roie, 1989), op. cit.
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fstandaSr^d«e £^^%£!^'»* °f « W—..
documentation. The data requirements nf r/ooa d> a manUal witn associated
agricultural planner normally worksWith r«n are '?ro*1* those which an
major land type; amount oproduct losithe™^1^11^ °f arable land b*
ie waste)). The specific data reni.^LVl .ULSn.of Processing and marketing

the discussion of ThemodulK dSa ,Sn5eL^lSJJ,,1e 3re indicated understructure (eg. cateqor esnf il„w ti * Tch of the system's definitional
from the FAO's AT 2000 exercise *P °f end USe for Products, etc.) derive

States 1nTcluX^cdoVLa".„d'T™aff for,.3Z °f the 51 ECA TCote D'lvoire, Ghana, Guinea Liberia L^**™ s"b-re9ion); Burkina Faso,
Sierra Leone and Togo (Wester'" *uh 1„?urflltan1la' rN19^, Nigeria, Senegal
Republic, Chad, Com,Z^^IiML^i\CaaeT00"' Central Af^an
Madagascar, Ma awi, MozambiqueR»*nl i«!i "?ub-re9ion); Burundi, Kenya,
Zimbabwe (Eastern sub region) Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and

system (see the ANNEX), the order of these modules should be maintained.
165.

MlcnT^ tHe ab°Ve V"" "Tw11> ^consumption; vii H=utilization (ix) economic results; and, (x) nutritional results. Together these
lln\?$ <CCM:resPondln9 to the 10 CAPPA modules) constitute the complete
population analysis in CAPPA as depicted diagrammatically in Figure 1.

InHnia JK™ °bv1?U? trom/igure ]that CAPPA "ntains adetailed populationmodule performing total and urban/rural population projections, and total and
agncultural/non-agricultural labour force projections. United Nations and ILO
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projections are available for reference purposes in the module and can be used
as a basis for scenario building. International and rural-urban migrations are
explicit in the model. Labour force is projected by sex and age groups. Numerous
for?raPr!midst1Cat0rS ^ displayed> as wel1 as 9raPhs (population and labour

167. The labour utilization module enables the system to compare labour
demand and supply and to examine the sex and age composition of the latter, the
seasonal distribution of labour demand, and the compared impacts of area
extension versus agricultural intensification on labour demand.

168. The nutrition module permits the calculation of nutritional requirements
as a function of the sex and age composition of the population, and their
comparison with nutrient supply implicit in the food demand pattern. Attention
is called upon population variables as appropriate in the other modules.

169 The primary utilization of CAPPA should be training planners in the use
or the scenario approach in planning studies. In so doing, attention is naturally
directed to the multidisciplinary nature of agricultural planning; in particular,
the relevance of population variables is shown in highly practical terms.

170. Training can be organized in a fashion that places emphasis on those
variables and shows that they can be treated either as exogenous, or as
justifying an empirical endogenization, or yet as target variables. For instance,
international migration can be considered in any of those three ways dependinq
on the country and the circumstances.
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171. Fertility and mortality will most likely be generally considered as
exogenous; rural-urban migration, being affected by agricultural labour demand-
supply disequilibria, rural-urban income differentials, or agricultural land-
labour ratio, could well be adjusted depending on scenario results in terms of
these indicators; and the size of agricultural labour force could be taken as an
objective.

172. However, CAPPA can equally well be used for concrete planning applications
(and is indeed requested by countries mostly for this purpose). It can be used
to simulate the impact of alternative population trends (with respect to
population growth rates, or to urbanization), on food demand patterns or labour
supply for instance. Finally, in planning applications the system by its very
structure constantly reminds its users of the role of population variables. And
since calculations are taken care of by the programme, users fill more free to
explore the role of those variables through sensitivity analyses based on the
construction of multiple variants.

The limitations of CAPPA (as a model ?)

173. Although CAPPA is thus a useful planning tool, it has some limitations.
First, it cannot be used to analyze choices in output pricing policy because it
does not incorporate the price responsiveness of demand and supplySS/-
Secondly, it is not a project evaluation tool because it does not incorporate
specific investment projects. Finally, it does not contain input prices of
specific instruments of macroeconomic policy (eg. taxes and tariffs, exchange
rates and credit allocations/subsidies). To the extent that its consistent
requirements can be expressed as equations, the CAPPA system is a model. But
since it does not have a clear distinction between variables and parameters, it
is not strictly a model. At best therefore, CAPPA can be regarded as a
^projection system'.

174. From the explanations and illustrations in the ANNEX, CAPPA is basically
a demand driven projections system59/. The balance sheet generated in the
CAPMAC module is the starting point where, given demand (from population and
income in CAPPOP), the trade objectives are laid down to derive the production
targets. The subsequent work involves working out the production scheme to meet
the production target. Most of the effort of the agricultural planner is spent
on preparing the production scheme.

175. The solution of a single scenario is obtained through a series of
iterations with alternative land location and yield levels until the initial
vector target outputs, or an alternative one close to the original, is produced.

58/ All projections are conducted in constant base year prices.

59/ Chandan Mukherjee (1989), "Agricultural planning with specific reference to CAPPA", International Svnposiun
on population and development planning, Riga; Latvian SSR, 4-8 Decenber,1989.
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The problem is that because this is time consuming, CAPPA is not particularly
suitable for short term training purposes.

176. CAPPA is not a 'model' of a the agricultural sector in the usual sense
of the word (ie. a set of formalized relationships that describe the behaviour
of certain variables as a function of other variables). CAPPA essentially is a
set of accounting relationships (eg. area x yield is equal to output), with the
exception of food demand functions, which are based on income elasticities. Those
relationships are structured into subsystems (CAPPA's modules), each of which
serves to build a particular component of the scenario: labour force projection,
crop production perspective, etc.).

177. By contrast with accounting identities, behaviourial relationships
between variables are not supplied by the system; they must be estimated by the
users on the basis of their knowledge and judgement. CAPPA is not, therefore, an
optimization system that would supply ready answers to policy problems (such as
the optimal allocation of investment resources), but a simulation system that
enables users to expeditiously conduct projections and calculation of indicators,
and therefore, to easily build and compare a much greater number of alternative
scenarios than would be possible in the absence of ad hoc software.

Il(ii): INSTITUTION BUILDING FOR IPDP

178. The foregoing activities (macro and agricultural sector levels)
necessarily raise the question of who does what ? In this context a starting
point in population policy development is to ensure political commitment.
Once a Government is convinced of the need to take action about the
population, it usually designates a leading Ministry to co-ordinate the
various activities that are involved. From the available evidence, the
indication is for the National Population Commission (NPC) to select a 'lead
Ministry' with responsibility for co-ordinating activities related to the
formulation of the policy.

179. As indicated below, the NPC then sets up the Population and Planning
Unit (PPU) and Data/Policy Units for policy formulation. Subsequently, a
Multisectoral Committee is also set up for policy implementation. However, it
should be stressed that the NPC-PPU-Data/Policy arrangement is not the only
possible structure and the desirable xset-up' for IPDP can differ from country
to country; data analysis for policy formulation can also be organized in various
ways besides the establishment of task forces.

Role of the National Population Commission (NPC)

180. In principle, the NPC is a high-level political body chaired by a
member of the Cabinet with membership from the line ministries, other
governmental and non-governmental organizations, etc. The extent to which the
commission is involved will depend on its political mandate and the commitment
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of the government to a population policy. The degree of political unity of the
ministries is another important factor: rivalries between ministries may be an
obstacle to IPDP.

181. An ILO evaluation Report of UNFPA support to population and development
planning in Sub-Saharan African region has observed that in most cases, the NPC
does not perform a genuine political role in population policy formulation60/.
In some cases, it is merely a formal meeting of political figures who get
together once a year to discuss population issues and adopt wide-ranging
resolutions with little or no impact on actual population policy. The report
observes further that in most cases, the Population Commission has no genuine
political mandate to set policy guidelines which would have aconcrete impact on
operational population programmes.

182. Although the extent to which policy at the level of the NPC can be
translated into operational programmes depends on the extent to which its
activities and recommendations are backed up at the technical and administrative
levels, the formation of the NPC is neither a reflection of the Governments'
commitment nor an effective means to translate guidelines or recommendations
into actual policy. However, the ILO Report under reference observes that the
NPC can, under the right circumstances, become an instrument of policy
formulation.

183. The experience of Rwanda is a case in point. Rwanda's particular
circumstances with regard to population policy stem in part from the political
urgency to reduce the fertility rate as well as the Government's commitment to
population policy from the outset. The Government set up a Scientific
Consultative Council on socio-demographic problems. The Council recommended the
creation of an autonomous body (VOffice National pour la Population or simply
ONAPO) with the mandate to Undertake technical, analytical and evaluation
functions as well as carry out operational programmes in the areas of family
planning, population education, sensitization and training. Whereas ONAPO's
mandate was defined at the technical and operational levels, its authority, the
prestige of its Director as a political figure and its relative and
budgetary autonomy created the required institutional conditions for the
formulation of a population policy despite the fact that it was not granted an
explicit political mandate to formulate policy.

184. In other words, policy formulation, operational and technical functions
are internalized within a high ranking autonomous Governmental body. It is the
integration of these functions in an autonomous institutional structure rather
than the existence of axformal population commission that constitute, in the
case of Rwanda, the main ingredients of success of population policy development.

60/ Lucas, D.; Pool,I.; Tabah,L.;_Chossudovsky,H.; Cole, S.; and, Hubiala,L., "Comparative evaluation of UNFPA
support to population and developient planning in Sub-Saharan Africa region: APreliainarv Regional Report"
(ILO:Geneva, February 1988).
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Role of the Population Planning (PPU)

185. Aside from the NPC, another component of the Institutional structure for
policy development is the PPU. Since the PPU provides the technical, analytical
and research expertise in support of the policy formulation process at the
political level as well as technical input to sectoral planning, a few
cautionary remarks are pertinent here.

186. To the extent that the institutional location varies from one country
to another depending upon the importance attributed to population policy by the
Government as well as the mandate of the PPU, it is pertinent to indicate the
relative merits and/or demerits of locating the PPU in either the Ministry of
Planning or Health.

187. The position and power of the Ministry of Planning in the overall
Government structure will have an effect on the extent to which population
policy is actually carried out. However, the location of the PPU in the Ministry
of Planning does not in itself necessarily ensure the integration of population
variables into development planning nor the enhancement of population issues in
overall development policy.

In many countries, the Ministry of Planning, while responsible for
setting priorities in the National Development Plan, has very little influence
on the budget process and the allocation of expenditure to competing social and
economic objectives. In this case, the Ministry of planning prepares the national
development plan and performs technical functions in support of economic and
social policy formulation. The Ministry of planning also serves as a
co-ordinating unit in relation to other ministries. Often it occupies an
important position in the negotiation and co-ordifction of technical co-operation
by bilateral and multilateral donors. This ensures the incorporation of
population issues into the sector plans of the ministries by favouring a better
co-ordination of the actions of individual donors into an overall technical
co-operation programme in the population development field.

189. Alternatively the PPU may be confined to the Central Statistical
Office (within the Ministry of Planning) where it is entrusted largely with
the task of compiling and analyzing population data. On balance, this
location does not favour the development of policy oriented research and
planning functions by the PPU although it may serve the useful purpose of
reinforcing the demographic data base in the Central Statistical Office.

In Senegal, Mali and Cameroon, the PPU is located in the Human Resources
Division of the Ministry of Planning. In Sierra Leone, it is located in the
Central Planning Unit of the Ministry of Planning which appeared to
constitute a key location. These various experiences suggest that on balance,
it is better to have the PPU located in the Central Planning Unit of the
Ministry rather than in the Human Resources Directorate in view of the
Central Planning Unit's functions as a body responsible for integration.

191. On the other hand, in countries where the PPU is located in the
Ministry of Health (e.g., Nigeria and Rwanda), the main thrust of
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population policy tends to be in the area of family planning. In this case,
data collection, analysis and policy related research will be supportive Of
the Ministry's family planning programme integrated into the delivery of
MCH care through the hospitals and rural health centres. Despite the
emphasis on family planning, the location of the PPU in the Ministry of
Health does not preclude the development of institutional relations with
other ministries as well as the development of an integrated population policy
in as much as the PPU has some degree of autonomy as well as the ability to
address population issues from a broader multivariate perspective.

192. In Rwanda the PPU is located in ONAPO which is an autonomous body
attached to the Ministry of Public Health and Social Affairs. Although it is
responsible for the implementation of Rwanda's family planning programme. ONAPO
also addresses, as part of its mandate the central issues of economic, social
and population policy. In this context, the policy of food self-sufficiency is
central to the formulation of population policy. Other issues include
education, migration patterns, employment, women's welfare, urbanization and
human settlements.

193. The objective of integration requires an institutional framework which
supports communication and interaction between the PPU and the ministries. Other
things being equal, institutional interaction is more likely to unfold when the
PPU is staffed by a core inter-disciplinary team of professionals combining the
expertise of demographers with other disciplines. In other words, the
articulation of methodologies of population development integration and the
development of a population problematic at the level of the core team tends to
encourage the development of institutional linkages.

194. It is suggested that where the PPU is located in the Ministry of Health,
some autonomy in relation to the Ministry is required to ensure that
population-development integration is carried out through the establishment of
linkages with other Ministries. Such an autonomy (in Rwanda) was an important
factor in ensuring that population issues were addressed from a broad
socio-economic perspective.

195. The studies, research and analysis section of ONAPO in Rwanda perform
specific technical functions in support of its operational programmes as well
as through institutional linkages with the line ministries. The nature of the
research conducted by the ONAPO team in the study of scenarios involving
interaction of demographic factors with an understanding of such areas as
agricultural development, migration, employment and the provision of health and
educational services has contributed to the forging of institutional linkages as
well as the promotion of an active debate on population-development policy.

196. The experience of Rwanda seems to confirm that the location of the unit
in the Ministry of Health has not been an obstacle to integration and the
establishment of institutional linkages with other ministries. Wide-ranging
institutional linkages both with the ministries and non-governmental
organizations have been established. This has been facilitated by the
semi-autonomous and high level status of ONAPO.
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19?V i In, N]9eLria' a more or ^ss similar arrangement without the same
political cloud however has been established with the creation within the
Ministry of Health of the Office of co-ordination and implementation of
population programmes. Under this arrangement the responsibility for integrating
population variables into development planning is assumed by the population desk
or the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development.

198. In Zimbabwe the linkages with ministries were largely based on the role
and mandate of the Central Statistical Office (where the PPU is located) as a
body responsible to meet the statistical data requirements of the ministries,
lhe underlying linkages in this case, tend to be confined to the tasks of data
compilation and analysis on behalf of the ministries. In this case, the
institutional location in the Central Statistical Office combined with the
absence of integrated population-development research by the unit represent
important constraining factors to the development of institutional linkaqes in
support of population policy formulation.

ll9'iAlH addit1on to the coordinating and research functions for the PPU, it
should have the task of providing guidelines to the sectoral ministries (in this
case the Ministry of Agriculture) to enable the latter identify its problem areas
to be tackled in the course of a particular plan period; to ensure that its
development objectives to be attained in the course of the plan period derive
from the identified problem areas (ie. the sectoral population development
interrelationships); that the policies and programmes of the sector for the plan
period are geared towards realizing the identified development objectives
simultaneous with being in line with the overall government priorities for a
given plan period as well as within the limits of the available resources for the
implementation of the overall plan strategies.

20S* This necessitates the use of sector specific data, research methodology
and models to ascertain the interrelationships between the sector population on
the one hand and economic development related factors on the other hand The
established interrelationships should then be used to determine sector
objectives, policies and programmes.

I01' uiThe main 0DJective of the coordinating and research roles of the PPU is
to enable it to select the policy instruments. The outcome of the analysis of
these problem areas, objectives, goals, targets and policy measures should be
well disseminated among the various sectors of the population in order to
enlist the needed support for the policy. The creation of awareness is thus a
vital step in the policy development process.

202. In this regard, the ongoing practice is for the PPU to take steps to
educate the general public and ^responsible' government officials about the
raison d etre of the policy. Side by side or prior to these publicity, the PPU
usually commissions a body to draft the policy to indicate the evidence (i e
the problem areas per sector, the goals/objectives and targets to be achieved
as well as the policy measures and programmes in lieu of the defined
goals/objectives and set targets). This is the ideal conceptual framework and
is aimed at ensuring that the evidence presented reflects the outcome of a
thorough analysis of the country's data on population-development
interrelationships using pertinent models to ascertain the associated
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rnmnnnfntc°mitChC°rrelatf,S and/or P™*™^ determinants of the population growth
h^'S "n thus be ^nipulated by policy in the' 'course of9 timplementation.

The Data Unit

S;., .. The Data Unit should ensure that the various ministries and other
inst tutions identify their data requirements (collection, processinq analysis

needs for population data through continuous reviews of available data souses
aPnddut [izatiorn.aan dmeac! rf """' -W d|ten"1ne P^^Hies for datfc'o c n„ ]*aVon' ar,d- (c) be responsible for the collection, analysis and use of
population development related data required for IPDP. "'""^^ an° use or

Hulti-sectoral Comnittee

nnf;H„Aft^r a1formal Promulgation of the formulated population policy as well as
Co« tteein(HSCpapCli sho,,iftV0" 'IWX Us W«"tat1on,Pa Muu'sectoraM^rppi ,h„,i5 ' •0uld be constlt"ted to operationalize the 'Action Plan' TheMSCPPI should compnse senior level technicians from related sectoralmin"st'r es
the ria^tC-„eS) fetSKP°nuSoVble for P°P"lation development relatefprograles Under
respo sib ; fo°r %>\?%™ ?0)Uboriti™«nh the PPU- theVcPp7should beoooSlat on nnlTrv t„ b* functlonl"? as the 'implementation arm' for thepopulation policy. In this regard, its technical arm or Policy Unit should

(through workshops, seminars, and conferences) in techniques of °PDP tra,n1"9

^nit„MnI„n SUm' the H?CP,PI should provide a"echanism for assisting the PPU in
S E Progra^iipleKntatlon, through information feedback m program
Sated within ?n» 2- pro,grime imPact> Provision of needed statistical datagenerated within the Ministries; assessment and interpretation of resparrh
findings; influencing research fund allocation within the public and private
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"-(iii): JRAIHINfi FOR TPnP

206.

training. Jrogra^e re^reS to Ir'Zr^ll \7thM "* t0 «"»*»•*. the
nation needed to implement the first two se'tso1^1^ "t^™ °f the
training is definitely needed to suonnrt thf L?i act™ltles- A Pr°9>"amme of
outlined thus far reaarH nTthV-V PP! • implementation of the activitiestraining prog/a^wl^^ and scope of th!
existing staff working in oUlopl^^^ °f the

n-(iv): IWFORMATlfiw m«;«:pHIWATrnM Fr» tphp

devoted to^rese'arch1 PfinndingT1|in"hneifountreyPon1aCarU0n °f ♦' I^1"1 J°^country experiences on nib L / ' n a recurrent basis and to the
conferLes^Ze^
projects dealing with population "and developmenVSning^11 " '"ter^^
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ANNEX

BASIC OPERATIONAL STEPS IN CAPPA'S SCENARIO BUILDING PROCESS.

computers') toge^r^trthrinsta'^tio'n of VT^ <sPecifica^ "* PC-like
Diskette (CAPROG); and Mii the? oth«ar™°/ (l) the 1° Programmes stored on a
base stored on a Diskette (CAPRUNl inTfT'- afLliary fi1es and the da^
procedure of using these inputs t° rr.a,t?ChniCa1 ManUal the step b* stePattempt here is to9 take the user tVouoh th- SCenan° iS ProvidedSV- Thecontained in the indicated^ersio" SUfj^^T^^1^ Pr°C"" ^
user W^^^Vas^5o^lSlh\^ SC°Pe that n<>ives thethis respect, three awert^hnnK ? which the projections are made. In
the value of some variable or^ param/ter n^--^7,*' the user has t0 P™»We
cannot be continued Thi explains whv thl c^6 the °PfratlOT °f the system
option of formulating the assumptions 1„«S/J ^ pr0Vlde,s the user with th*elasticity, increment1/aver/aeTt,7i c several ways (eg. a growth rate,
user to choosamongset?9of da?." S?' th?, «?*« also enables the
International Organizations) Finally thi™ J* ^ai able (and Provided by
which the user cln then modify*' h* SyStem dlsp1a-ys adefault Projection

Phase One; Setting the initial n^MCtion tempt,

K-KP. Thtrc^n^l^dlt^pr^e^s *""l0n ^»t'rt" » «*^ *»

DISPLAY ONF-

mJBLSWIULAXtm session i*». „„„ ,..,, ^ rn„ VWLM_
(N) : BUILD A NEW SCENARIO
SI : rSUE M UNFINISHED SCENARIO
X - frXAn^L^ *" EXISTING SCEN«I0}?{ • nl^P T0 *" LISTING SCENARIO

IH : FSF1 *" ""TING SCENARIO
(L) : LIST THE EXISTING SCENARIO

if'the VV^?op\Ploena(yNnsthsee?ecPted°nSthln T^ °NE ™be Se1ected" H°—-«pnon W is selected, the user is requested to provide (i) the

S^SS'tS!^ descripti°"of "*c™syste"(Dnited NatiMS FA0:««<3> *iy. m, mm.
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^^!^uU:l^:7,rf tHe DiSke«e '" borage «* -Us of
CWA dataVse* ^"GhanSTbe'lno^u47aT° "'•]] be nan,ed GH«A (because the
(wiTh ^reSUltS °f the s«"a- wllUbe "A»-aannd l^h3'10^5 the "'-DRIVE to(with 1983 as the base year). ' nd' the horizon year will be 1988
215.

[Population projections with CAPPOP]

ofdemog^^^ on the relevance
population at the horizon yea• (l\• thcorrlSn„Pn!f-nnini9VIt prePares tha *<>tal
ftJu'S/.the —p°^ ™«i "pS^rzJSo;^;pr^scti?sn

ib',^^^-^Stg^^^ritmand "»>" a"d ^United Nations "Components Method" tLIi scenari°- It is projected by the
set of assumptions regarding thfutureleve^f*?^6*" d-ef ine his or her °»"
growth fertility, mortality and ovtJ^fi ^th? dete™inants of population
parameters of the'unite Nations project ons JcZt^ i°r SimP^ use ^
it is the "high Variant' of the InitedNa'tll^ •lP1anner at this point,
default projection and hence is wLtnl^ Natlon? Projections that is used as
of the desired CAPPA country da£ bases ^^ 1n the data base for "Tone

United^NaJJonslomponeM X^r^o^1^ "? !he mechani" °f the
However for the unfamiliar user who may wish tn MT^ SJotal Population,
provided in the data base for aparticular countr»^fn1iUSe-the poPulati°" datathe components method as aguide country, following is an outline of

^pulaaoTSthX-ent S^itVUrUlTvl^6 ta? *"P 6Stimates

year by age/sex); (iii) active ^X"J*^J»" »f«9ration (average .igratory flow per
agrioatural/non-a^icultural population M^y'S.^ ?/9e/sex); (iv) projection of
projection (urban/rural growth rate by age/ex, internal ii^S' ' P°PUlati0D diffeent"l
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gib'sH2F--«rvas-wus trc

future year (or groups o? 5Jea«f t^ n™"^1? h™*":5 °f SUrVivors in each
productive ages arcmultiplied^b» thp ,«„SSJ ted nUmb/rS of fema1es in theorder to derive the bTrths The total rf W'^J cfertility rates in
an assumed sex ratio at birtlIn t»L ♦i ~ 1S dlstributed "y sex using
survival ratesto obtain fhe suryTvors !t thl^nH ""W1"1 "* aPP™Priate9

projection span. repeated tor eacn year (or 5-year period) throughout the

DISPLAY TW) -BUILD A HFM srtH*F1n

(P)opu]ation

_j

(D)onestic demand

(S)upply/utilization
i

(M)acroeconomyl

(C)rop production (A)nimal productionI

production {F)actors |
i

cononic indicators 8 (N)utrltlon
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221.

follows: ^ Symb°1S' the Pr°CeSS (f0r one ^)fi/ can be expressed as

s - f,S« ][f ]±B« (Z)
where

Sl = number of males or females aged xin year t;

^ - projected number, one year older,one year later;
,*t»i

x+l"

KPl = survival rate; and,

B* = net balance of migration.

cSw -[ I5F«][ U^+ n][0/] ... (3)

where

nst+1

-49

0- - No. of boys or girls aged under 1yr. in yr. t+1

J = ASFRs for ages 15-19, 20-24, ... ,45-49;
„S = No. of females in year t;

«s* = No. of females in year t+1;

D = ratio of male or females among total births;

nPl = ratio of survivors at end of year during year

socio-economic models to accommodate varying paths of mortality and fprtlitt!

63/ The CAPPA systea proceeds by 5-year leaps.

^FcLdetaVS °f tfLe selecti™ procedure, see Report of thp Bon^i irainino
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mighTbe^ut'Tizer^r^f• At oth/r.times- "e user's intuitive judgementpopulation required is respect for each epoch and eachm

popu

223.???,", ♦ *-Using the Ghana CAPPA data base ( with 1983 as the base vear) as an
eracls rn^Ti^v56'' h3S ^"^ iS far as DISPLAY TWO he/she simp?

assulptions! as' ZequTredfiV ^ "^ reSP°ndin9 ,nd Pr°Vlding th°
three options wliJi^m £ th,e t0^ P0Pulati°n> the CAPPOP menu comprises
Setions fR" ?n«f tn (hl,nH13p1ay UNkPr°Jections <u): to display referenceyrujeciions (k;, and, to build demographic projections (P).

method the ^tlTl^l^ T-™9 I°rJU^ but us1n9 the ™componentsmei-noo, tne system would require (in addition to total population bv aap
sex),base year estimates of life expectancy by sex (ie an index of mortal itvl
tn'th c^ofXtlhat" LT (1?" 3" ^ °f ^11^)- I^SllT Tas me'in me case ot Ghana that external migration is insignificant.

dfta a«iiahATLthlTl ^pU1 the"ser can Provide these estimates depending on thedata available. The Ghana data base refers to 1983 (ie before the 1qr!

CAPPOP iiod^e9thpnbn«Sn«SttepS/-(\f ^"""Ponent's method as outlined above, the
grouT (0 4 59 97S 79 rL^h th* •t0tl1 popuU}'°n (1988) by 5"*ear a^ se*yruujjb |u t, a a,..,/s-79,80+) both in absolute fiqures and in a aranhir fn™
(population pyramids)66/; (ii) the corresponding per cent dlstrlbStlS(iii)

983 88? 1indCpavtnrfSt{1te-it0tal1POpu1ati0n' per cent Q^wth rate of opul owoma^ratio) and MvWhpr^/f10"' median a9e' deP^dency ratio and childwoman ratio}, and, (iv) the base/horizon year period indicators (ie qrowth rate
fe ti rtyar9a\eaTa^ n9p?W1n*nnfVera9e birth ra,te' *Vera*e "-ortali^ r'ate gene 1rate (%) ( P h aVerage annua1 mi9rati0" (constant) and migration

?hf\oT„hepieCOnd StepJn CA/P0P is the Projection of agricultural labour forcethe key element in dependency and productivity analyses as well as in thp
ana ysis of employment. As for the total population, the planner has three
projections %? *IL° 0r ref6renCe P^ect^s Wor to exe'cutTubour for"

uKngThthisSe^uSaadforeASA° *** "" T*Chn1C"1 Ma"Ual C™f»"» a1o"^de "«h
fifi/ For instance, the total population for 1988 is oroiected as 7 4fi* nnn(males), 7,561,000 (females) giving a total of 15,026?OOo7 M«,000
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229.

««-. ...„.,„ M SV'«ress--r,»£ s:e™«
SlOII DmKhK S'TO7frrc'E,til1nt,'e "" M" WW to tte LATIN

231. The third step in CAPPnp ic +k„
A decomposition of the"total Innf i PKr°JeclJon of the r"ral urban oooulat inn

e'' thVXp'" t0tal poP"lat^ *^
The"P^^nT^mes^ {" «"- ^UShSS^^' IJ**"

S*K V,WiV^"^"^1 th6 Ub«" *»on. Family in this
projections (ie. total by th U»^ PoDulatin'n6"^ .in the Preparation of the e
the Regional Commissions) labour for- Hms,!?,n (New York f liaison withagriculture by FAO, etc R„ *,„!• /• Ce Lby ao- educational h» UNF?rn

nutritional analyss; (iinthpr,?^! bywa9u"sex 1s used In CAPDEM for thfthe rural and urban'food demand proiectw ,b^akdow" is used ^CAPDEM fSr
aS,C?1fral labour force ^ usedTn Sr L 'V) l"9 ^^tural and nonand, (v) agricultural labour force by 1™ «°Tte sectoral productivity-
labour requirements for agriculture USed ln CAPLAB to compare with
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[Macro-economic projections: CAPMAC]

-cV.coniVc'^SSKr'rff(^n^M'ffi^ ctAhpeMA?elSlt6P iS th'
investment; „£.s Lpo » a^J^^S??^^^^!^
233. By definition, at the macro level,

Y + M=C + G + I+X .

where

Y = the GDP;

M « imports;

C- Private consumption expenditure (PCE)

G=Government consumption expenditure (GCE);

I= Investment (ie gross capital formation);
X - Exports.

234. Of thei \ a ^ °l \he six items in (4)' once five of them can be derived the 6thcan be deduced. In the CAPMAC module, aparticular sequence of projecting the

rno Forl.the+CAPMAC module, the specified data input requirement comprise (i)
ofZTu\Z\B 8 of torilUrnHl T; 9r0W^h rate <« of non ^ricuXraTcip
fartnri™n mA r al ^ fa/tor cost); ratio (taxes-subsidies)/GDP (atfactor cost), (n) Gross capital formation - ratio of investment/GDP (%\ nr
incremental capital output ratio, (iii) Government consumption"Snd(Sre M
rate (%) or average rate of government expenditure/GDP (%) or marginal ratio of
government consumption/GDP (%); (iv) Exports growth rate (%); orgasticity of
GDP (absolute); (v) Imports growth rate (%) or elasticity of GDP (absolute)- (vi)
Private consumption expenditures total growth rate (%) or growth rate per person
or margina propensity to save; (vii) Surplus or Deficit average ratio to GDP %)
or export/import cover ratio {%) or savings/investment ratio (X) or GDP value at
the horizon year (if deficit), elasticity of GDP (absolute)-
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six cases are discussed.

The GDP

KjectedFOvlK ^J™1?9',^™ comP<>™^ of the GDP should be
symbols GT-fiJ+nu ); V^X"™!.(?A); and' non-agricultural (GNA). InsymDois, bl - GA + GNA (5). To obtain future proiections of all thr«» rnp
rSS?en5U SKt0Ck Sh°Uld bS Uken °f paSt achievemePntsJ n?e country in Zrecent past by examining available time series data for GT GA and GNA The
future assumptions should be a continuation of these observed trends

used to oblain GDP «&?•?[ count^«f <»ffer markedly, asuitable method
another ThVrof^o A™*6? "lthJrSspect to one countr* ma* not be adequate for
a^™^^ "^ f°r "" and ValUe JUd9Gment ^-arriving

?n9'T,hioASian iV^frati0n' consider the case of Ghana with the time series data
in laole 1. If the user wishes to determine an estimate of the GDP as a
requirement of the CAPMAC module, one possibility is to fit atrend line (using
MrSapnPprIniCiipl?S) t0 ^ "**' I" Table 3' Tne data revea1 that both thl GT andGA generally increased over the 1975-80 period, declined during 1980-83 and
thence increased during the 1984-87 period. In the case of GNA, there was a
decline from 1975 through 1983 and thence an increase through 1987.

»«!!v Fir*St .con1s1de,r tnLe series GT; apparently, the 1975-87 trend appears
mLPiT'/.k5??16 S-k?tch 0f the GT time series <see Fig. 1) suggests abimodal distribution with an inverted parabola for the 1975-83 segment followed
by a simple parabola for the 1983-87 segment. This makes it difficult to fit a
unique non-linear curve (eg. the familiar exponential function of the form):

Y(t) = A (B)"™ (6)
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?4i' au Avai1able evidence indicates that although Ghana was involved with
Banknsinceaiqfifi9e?tentSi °f struc5uural adjustment programmes (SAPs) of the World
An^ivt ^il?h' ^ onlVuec^ed Wor1d Bank structural adjustment loan in 1986.
Ser od wh pthhri~?!p7the 1?7i'83 PeH0d,app6arS t0 COincide with the Pre-SAPsperiod while the 1983-87 period corresponds with the post-SAPs period.

242"*l. iGiyen this information about the GT series and assuminq a constant
t9hpWi^a«7 in theJ°^ geometric function can be fitted to the GT%eries over
the 1983-87 period; the derived growth rate can then be used to obtain the GT
value for the horizon year. In symbols,

Y <t, ) - [ 1+ g ]«- [ Y (t0 )] (7)

where

Y (tj ) = GDP (component) at time tj

Y (t„ ) - GDP (component) at time t0

g = the annual growth rate (%) of the GDP
component.

From (5), g - [ Y [t, ]* Y [t, ]]1+(t,MJ - 1 .. (8)

243. In the case of the GT series: Y [t1 ] = 113; Y[tc] = 90;

and [t1 - t" ] =4 (ie, 1987-1983). By substituting these values

in (5), g = 5.85 %. For the GA series, g - 3.30 %;and, for GNA,

g = 8.78 %.

244• In the case of the GDP whose base of the assumptions for the 1983-88
period has just been outlined, it should be stressed that the initial GDP
projection (eg. GT = 5.85 %\ GA = 3.3 %and GNA = 8.78 %) is preliminary and may
be revised at the end of the completed scenario. At this point the SYSTEM
requests the user to provide two out of three growth rates {%) of the GDP (total,
agricultural and non-agricultural). This has just been illustrated in the case
of Ghana. Upon providing the estimates for GA and GNA, the system immediately
computes the GT value. The user notes that this value of 6.18 % deviates slightly
from the 5.85 % derived earlier.
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GHANA 1975=100

fey5 i^feo* m&T i*65' ' i9e"3—T&5Z—P3E5—&5Z—T^ST—T^S
Year

NIGERIA 1981=100

1975 1900 1951 1932 1 9B3 1984 1905 1906 1967 198
Yttor

LESOTHO 1980=100

Figure 2

GT Index

GA Indox

GNA Index

GT Index

GA Index

GNA Index

GT Index

GA Index

GNA Index
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Ghana,1975E87imateS °f GDP components <in 1975 constant prices),

year GT GT GA GA GNA "~GNA~
Index Index index

1975 5283 100 2518 100 t,„„ 1W
98 till ft? 2957 117 mi 931981 5344 101 2881 114 2463 RQ
1982 4974 94 2724 08 2250 81
983 4747 90 2534 101 2213 80
1984 5158 98 2780 110 2378 861985 5420 103 2798 1 95
9P7 till !?? 289° li5 28*2 "2*987 _ 5976 H3 2891 115 3085 112

Source: Vercueil,J., "Setting targets for agricultural
planning: from macroeconomic projections to commodity
balances - an illustration with the CAPPA system"
Report prepared under the Project GHA/88/P04 ("Use of population
variables for modifying agricultural production targets and policy
decisions"), MANUSCRIPT, 15 April 1989. *

2765 100

Table 2 : Estimates of expenditures and resources,
Ghana, 1983 (in million cedis).

Expenditures

Government consumption (G) 10,787
Private consumption (C) 172 140
Gross capital formation(Y) 6 901
Exports (X) u;z38

Subtotal 201,066

Resources

Agricultural GDP (GA) 109 927
Non-agric GDP (GNA) 74*111
GDP (market price) 184,038
Imports (M) 17,028

Subtotal 201,066

Source: Same as Table 1.
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245.t45 n

context ^^ut'tKSA'ZT "'-'V*" US6 °f *""«• ** in aoutput in the other sectors Th i p ,af,CUltural 9rowtn depends on ?he
viewing how much is sold andIbo.oht hit industries matrix provides one wav ofeconomy. The CAPPA systlmlUhefp oses det i-sT Pn?Uc1"9 ^"'thl
analysis nor conducts the preparatoryanait,tnf!-t0 COnduct the ^put/output
past performances. It is therefn™.Z„l \ I11 of tlme senes i" order to assessresort to his usual"tools dataIndTthnnl^ the^cultural planner shoW
growth of GT, GA and GNA meth°ds to r6acn inclusions regarding the

p^^^^i^t^\zi^u tX^ts nTable hthe
GT,„ =[(1.0585)s] [90] = 120 (g)

natuTof^ K.MM ™ 1are us fl s „. ^
GDP (components) series, they cannot to wli' !,e annU!1 growth rate of the
components) projections for the chosen horizon ve^r* -"^ £\ obt*™™9 GDPin constant prices (1975). norizon year principally because they are

m'implild0 a0"''" o'f e59G7T6 ?«!,"%?/ 1988f' " ca» "e argued that if an index of.- of 120 woul^y 634^1^^^^^ corresponding G°T
average, the 1975 Drires fnr til r? Additionally, it is observed that on
in 19893; the corre^S t1mes lo^ than those
and 36.794277 respectively Thlnt«L+f -GA and GNA ser1es bein9 41.365975avalue of about M:^^^s^b^^^^] would Ipproxim^
lels 184,T03Mf7oi1T:ble1)r62th2e461l83ir8 per!,0.d- the GT value 9™ by 246,284the index for' GA (1^8) tl^rt^Z t^re/ation"6 **™«>^ -^

GAIM = [1.0325]' [101] =119....(10)

GT," enMX(l0U1U?de^"3VV67%0mZ-'891 ^ ^ "• the" as f<" the

70/ Vercueil, J. (1989), op, cit. pp.g-n
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Ghana, ageometric function can be fitted to the 1984-88 sector of the GDP curve.

estimate #UV°VnuS-tra1:1on' the last two colunns of Table 3 show the
re ec vely Athou^ tZV" "^"S^ exponential and geometric function!aP^t|^
%du kte° l^'sfoe indT I? Nl9eHa WSS 9rOWi"9 «nua?ly ata rate of6NA series we 799 »nH?7P« „ ♦ corresponding growth rates for the GA and

estimated Vt ^V."8 °-f L^0th0' the last two co1umns of Tab^ 4also provideAs here is very 1itt 11Pn9ttnh6rhexponehnVa1 ™?geometric functions respective y
N ; A very Mtt!e to choose between the two functions (oivpn thp inHov

06S '8IW^jT^ 1S alS° USed t0 obtain w'alVfg^hra
^v^s^^^ t"-«tu., GT, a\s a

As2is welltol^^e^hl8^^ Gh„anV .N-l9eria and Lesotho are time ^ries.of the rnJnnn0!t,' „* fthematical and statistical determination and projection
of the components of atime series do not necessarily produce accurate forecasts
lrlL1S oe"use.t1he anal^es rest upon the assumption of stable politica'
economic and social conditions during the historical period covered by the data
being studied. But evolutionary changes in the society should be taken into
account. Abrupt and major changes will produce jumps or declines In a series
^80 83 Z ,q«.e«7PlainedHWithln the previ0us framework (eg see the 1975-80
example) P $Wlth reSpeCt to GT' GA' and GNA in the Ghanaian

llll a There.f.ore aJthou9n mathematical projections alone are largely valueless,
they do provide a basis on which to build. Accordingly and as noted ear ier
experience with judgement and intuition should be used to modify the anoma ies
which impersonal techniques produce. By combining an analysis of past events wth
the perspective of human judgement in evaluating sudden change, plausible
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for Nigeria
n uur in

1,1981-88
constant

(at 1984
prices

constant factor

GT index GA GA index GNA V(tE)

112 24,460 103 45,9361982 70,157 111 25,082 105 45 075
1983 66,389 105 25,009 105 41.380
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

63,006
68,916
71,076
70,741
77,752

100

109

113

112

123

23,799
27,795
30,356
29,810
32,273

100

117

128

125

136

39,207
41,121
40,720
40,931
45,479

110

171

266
412

640

100

105

111

117

123

consent fiffir^KBli!"'""'^ <"<«•"•>. "«» a* ™
Table 4 Estimates of GDP in constant prices (1980)

Lesotho, 1980-88.

Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986
1987

1988

GT GT Index GA GA Index GNA Y(tE)""_Y{t6)
247.2
247.2

255.0

232.8

255.8

265.6
271.7

291.4

327.2

100

100

103

94

103
107

110
118

132

79.0
73.6
65.3
49.8
54.9
53.7
50.9
53.1

66.0

100
106

85
83

92
88
84
88

111

188.9
185.2
205.4
184.4
202.4

214.5
222.9
240.0
262.2

107
110
114
117
121

103

110
118
126

136

pTrhv iw°ih0 Nat;?nal ^counts,1980-88,Bureau of StatisticsP.O.Box 455,Maseru (September,1988). "'
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254. This point is important because the ultimate growth rate of the GDP is
a function of several variables including state policy (eg. fiscal and monetary
policies), exogenous conditions (eg. drought, famine, rainfall, etc), and the laq
structure. Accordingly, it is suggested that the user, rather than simply relyinq
on one factor, should consider the interplay of these several factors while
estimating the growth of the GDP components for the horizon year.

255. This task is not an easy one and underlines the suggestion that
agricultural planning should involve a multi-disciplinary team of agronomists,
econometrician, etc. Before proceeding to the projection of the required
investment, the user has to validate the GDP estimates just obtained to serve as
input to the next step. This ensures that the GDP calculations thus completed are
saved and carried over by the system to subsequent computations.

INVESTMENT

256. The next step in the projection sequence is to assess the level of
investment required to achieve the growth of the GDP that has just been assumed
for the horizon year. Because investment should increase the productive capacity
?TrnD\C0UDtry the basic tDo1 for th1s PurP°se is tne incremental output ratio
(ICOR). Basically, ICOR is the amount of global gross investment required to
increase overall production by one unit (ie. the increase in the capital stock
of the country).

257. Given a projected GT value, the total investment required over the
period to generate the later can be calculated using the familiar
Harrod-DomarTI/ development equation:

dy / y = s / k (ii)

where

y = national income;

dy = a small change in y;

s - savings ratio; and,

k = ICOR (incremental output ratio).

whence the productivity of investment (ie. sy) equals the product kdy (by simply
cross-multiplying). To the extent however, that a year by year ICOR is subject
to random variations in the composition of investment and economic upheavals
(drought, world prices, etc. ), it is suggested that a series of ICOR values
rather than a point estimate should be used.

71/ Todaro,M.T., Economic development for third world countries, op. cit.
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258.

efficient) to rafiW3* |«» W< from 1.5 (the most
1980s, national ICORsranaed from i^tyt'",p1''od,l,c,t've)- At the tum of the
economic growth can be ob a9tnedwTth^ A^ <C0R imP11es that
an ICOR of 2 implies that In tw warl tl» th« ,ll-a*™Unt,s °f 1nvestnent (eg.

versity of prevailing conditions for
tation of investment, it should be
main orientations of the domestic

c^S
<tn^4»^1983-88 period)" ' *=62'446 mC6dlS =the chan9e in total GDP over the

?9fii ft7 JJHa *Tnt -(92'12i mcedis> is t0 be Progressively spent over the
Table ?P^10d-tThei:e™ need to choose atime path for this investment From
JnS.liJ.H- esttlm\ted 9ross capital formation for 1983 is 6,901 mcedis Thecumulated investment over the 1984-87 period is 92,124 less 6 901 or 85 22? .
mputa ?onOln9fanr MT^Z" nU- °, V-85 %<»PP"»Et.?; *fVeafPofrelation ' quired time path can be obtained from the

X+ (1.06)X + (1.06)' X+ (1.06)3 X = 85,223 .... (12)
From the relation in (11),

X = 85,223 * (1 + 1.06 + 1.125 + 1.193)

= 85,223 * 4.378 or 19,508 m cedis.

Hence the required time path for the investment is :
1983 6,901
1984 19,508
1985 20,678 (from 1.06 x 19,508)
1986 21,919 (from 1.06 x 20,678)
1987 23,234 (from 1.06 x 21,919)
1988 24,628 (from 1.06 x 23,234)

72/ Vercueil, J., (1989) op. cit.. pp.14-16.

23/ Ibid.
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In other words, the value of lim is 24,928 m cedis.

261. In order to continue with the projection sequence, (following the
completion of projecting the GDP components), the user should thence provide
either the ratio of investment to GDP (%) or ICOR in order to compute the value
of the investment that will be consistent with the GDP values just derived. From
the above discussion, the ICOR for Ghana was estimated to grow by 1.48 annually
?I?trUtf,eL1983"88 Period. By supplying this information (when prompted), the
bYoTEM then computes the ratio of investment to the GDP74/. The user then
validates this result so that it can be fed into the next step.

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

262. A fiscal policy of a government may be to maintain, reduce or increase
the share of GDP that is subjected to public expenditure. The user only has to
substitute such assumption in (3) above by defining G (ie growth rate of
government expenditure) either by directly indicating the growth rate of G and
the average ratio to GDP (ie. ARG) where ARG = G/GDP; or indicating the marginal
ratio to GDP (ie. MRG) where MRG = dG/dGDPZ5/.In the Ghana case, a growth rate
of 5 %in the GDP was established for the projection period76/. Using this
value, the government expenditure, G in 1988 can be derived from the relation :

Gi» = [1-05]B ][GI9B3]

= 1.2762816 x 10,787 (from Table 2)
= 13,767 m cedisTZ/ (13)

TAJ To guide the user, this computed value will be seen to be 10.31

75/ In this regard, the user should note that if the marginal is lower than the
average ratio to GDP, then the share of public expenditure in GDP will be
declining over time; it would remain constant if marginal and average shares are
equal; and, increase if the marginal is higher than the average ratio. In a
budget deficit situation, usually an objective fiscal policy is to reduce such
deficit so as to check inflation, restore the balance of payments and enhance the
development of efficient production activities. Deficit reduction may be achieved
through reduced public expenditure or improved revenue collection. Equally, if
reduced expenditure is resorted to, there would be need for care so as not to
disrupt essential services needed to maintain production capacity in sectors such
as agriculture. The options open to the user depend on the data available.

76/ Vercueil,J., (1989), op. cit. pp.17-18.

77/ From first principles, ARG (1988) = 13,767/246,284 = 5.59 %. The user can
compare the latter with ARG (1983) value of 10,787/184,038 or 5.86 %. The
corresponding MRG then becomes (13,767 - 10,787) / (246,284 - 184,038) or 4.79
%. Thus an increase of 100 in the GDP (over the 1983-88 period), would have to
be allocated to increasing government consumption expenditure (during the same
time interval).
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onions ^^X^X^^JI^^ a* this point, any one of three
ratio to GDP (ARG)9 andI •arg1ni*,rat1o to GDP"W°" "Pendlture, average
of 6% on being prompted the Wtfm f,+ ?• (n?G)" By suPPlying a growth rate
ARG and MRG values R 5^4^ncM.fi"re peTt1 Jel /Th1™1^ the "'respondingresults and proceeds to the r^stS*^™^'?^™*** ««•
EXPORTS

Past performances* ^"Tx'portT ^ reUtion'lo Knthe USer should exal"^appropriate indicator to use is VhelK^V'̂ .To"SrC(«) .^
where

EX -[(X, - X. ) +XJ +[(Yl - y,)] +YJ
(14)

empirical evidence would be useful in thTc V e*amination of the prevailing
export elasticity of' 25 was asWrf7«/ Th ^ In the Ghana examPle> anbecomes : as assumed78/. Thus the growth rate of exports

GX = EX x GY = 2.5 x 5.85 %or 14.6 % .... (15)

Kysrsvr. suss aaji.'srs. ss'.t^.l'.u.6"'""'
Hence Xiga8 = [(1.15)5][XI983j

= 2.0113572 x 11,238 (from Table 2)

= 22,604 m cedis

ESTIMATING IMPORTS (M) AND PRIVATE CONSUMPTION (C)

oroiPctPdTfnr? Ill' Kf°Ur °f the Six unknown Parameters in (4) above have been
pes.XAST'sr jsyssw&.'asua svr«f°"

Z8/ Vercueil, J., (1989), op.cit. pp. 18-19.



C - M = Y - I - G - X

= 246284 - 24,628

= 185,285 m cedis.
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(16)

13767 - 22604

Again from first principles,

S = Y - C - G ; and, F = X - M

where S * Savings and F = Trade gap.

Based on the data for Ghana79/, the trade gap was fixed at 0.11 %of the GDP
Thus

F3M8 = ( 0.11 x 246,284) / 100 = 271.
Hence

M19eB = X]g88 - F19aa or 22,604 - 271 = 22,333.

By substitution, C19Bfl = 207,618 m cedis.

266. In summary, the outcome from the CAPMAC module yields the following
GDP components for Ghana in the base and horizon years:

GDP Component Ba se year (1983) Horizon year (1988)

GT 184,038 m cedis 246,284 m cedis
GA 109,927 123,767 ii

GNA 74,111 122,517 ii

Investment 6,901 24,928 it

Exports 11,238 22,604 it

Imports 17,028 22,333 ii

PCE 172,140 207,618 ii

GCE 10,787 ' 13,767
H

By validating these results, the system automatically carries them forward as,
inputs into the next modules in the sequential scenario building process. The
only purpose served by the macro-economic table in this process is the projection
of demand based on per capita consumption expenditure (PCE).

267. However, together CAPPOP and CAPMAC constitute the overall quantitative
framework within which the scenario is cast. Because CAPPA does not ensure
consistency of the growth rates resulting from the constructed scenario with the

Z£/ Vercueil, J., (1989), op. cit.. pp. 20-21.
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[Food and non-food demand projections: CAPDEM]

food de»and%o;0Sr1c2CaiacronDsain the ^ ^ "Sed t0 project f°°d a"« non-
independent commodity specificf demand eauaMnnT *?r °" *> basis of aset <*factors. Prices are assumedItb^Tnt^ a"d commodity crop conversion

constant.
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s^i.'rwsa£s Ass." «"-svsthe module is to base thTdeteW^t nf . n-lr?+SCTrio- T"e rationale behinddomestic demand fSrSgrlcuKl^ods agnCUltural Paction on the future

demand awTu^'of per tToiuVZ?* pr°Jecr.°n S*Stem ^ p" «P"aasadata; the consump^ ^^T^?^X JJ2
(i) Projecting food demand

S3^^^^*''«'S?-s. sza'ffi-J!. s
rural comDn,itinntL° th+e, Change in P°Pulati<>n distribution (eg. urban andrural composition); again the consumption of different kinds of food diffarc

272. Athird factor is the change in per capita income between the hasp anri
nTnlfarS JVs" ^ Plan PeH0d) Such change relates to (ifpercen? changein incomes; and (n) income elasticity (ie. the %change in consumption resulting

c7on!he $Pewted data S6t f°r th,e m0dule include: 0> F°°d ^and (for eachcrop) - function type ; - elasticity of demand with respect to ncomein
caout %££'',* "thtre,?d faCt°r °r " tota1 demand at the horizon year or per
Industrial LL <% h0nZ°Kn year : maximum consumption income ; (ii)industr al demand (for each crop to be modified) - function tvoe
atthrhor'izonir ^ rMp"Ct t0 GDP " *™* <«*" «r - t$X demand
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from each %change in income) ;the product of both of these gives the per cent
increase expected in food consumption. Although the change in per capita
expenditure (over the plan period) is same for all commodities, the impact of
this change on demand levels is specific to each commodity. Thus the problem in
projecting food demand is that income elasticity differs for each food item.

273. To overcome this problem, FAO had developed for use (in this regard) four
income elasticity functions consistent with the nature of the food item. Both the
function type and the associated elasticity values are read from the Reference
Scenario (or data base) and can be modified and made scenario specific if
necessary82/.

274. Afourth factor affecting food demand is the price elasticity (ie. %change
in sales for a product resulting from a %change in its price). Lack of time
series data usually does not permit the computation of price elasticity; the
latter can be estimated from income elasticity assuming that the value of both
elasticities approximate each other if the commodity has no close substitute (eg
sugar); but if it has, then its price elasticity can be presumed to exceed that
of the entire commodity group (eg. rice vs cereals; poultry vs all meat, etc.).

275. Overall, the four factors considered thus far in food demand projections
are relevant in a country with a satisfactory level of nutrition. If malnutrition
is widespread, the pattern of food demand based on specific nutritional targets
should be derived by multiplying the per capita calorie and protein intake
targets for the various strata of population (age and income groups) by the
number of people per stratum and thence transformed into food equivalents using

82/ The four functions ,,re

1. The "Log-Log" function (ie. Log y = a + b log x), where
y = per capita consumption and x = per capita income. This function implies a
constant income elasticity of demand throughout the projection period; and, can
be used in projecting food items that would remain below saturation level through
the projection period;

2. The " Semi-Log" function (ie. y = a + b log x) implies a proportional
decline in the absolute value of income elasticity coefficient (b/y) relative to
changes in food quantities consumed (ie. the income elasticity of demand is
inversely proportional to the demand level);

3. The " Log- Inverse" function (ie. log y = a - b/x ) implies a decline in
the value of the elasticity coefficient (b/x) proportional to the increase in per
capita income (ie. the income elasticity is inversely proportional to the level
of income : per capita demand progressively approaches the saturation level);
and,
4. The " Log-log inverse" function (ie. log y = a - b/x -
c log x) provides for an increase in per capita consumption up to a maximum
intake followed by a decline as income increases; the coefficient of elasticity
being (b - ex)* x (ie demand increases up to a maximum and then declines as
income reaches higher and higher levels).
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t^^Tojec^iSn0^^ [fe^ faCtt>r ^ the" be '"traced to shift
Sand elasticity ffnctTo^TAO^had^oviHl6 Ration °f these various food
and functions fW^several^commodities Te eLtT*^ 5 demand elasticities
are automatically assessed Tt.n^'J- are bui1t lnto the CAPPA system and
building process Vhe* is*fusefu elZTe^f^J f'n V in the scena^°can be derived from a country with sEn^LtmTon"*™* ^ elasticit^

stored in^^ata*^3) coKe Mfood T,1?" f°r the CAPDEM module ^is for the base year (1983^7h„L \ !ood.and 13 non-food products.Sj/ Thisthe demand w&^Jr* £&$£«;; t^S^"9 ™rC^s ^
bfthe Mw^&%^<5^^™\ \^ "«ltfpl1«i
for the particular food commodity This 1then rllUSt t0tal d0meStic deraanda commodity specific demand fnnrtinn \, *?• r^ated to per capita income by
projection of demand i functlo of inrnnp Vh^ Z^^' ^rationally, thefunction type selected runctlon of income; the shape of which depends on the

yea'r (DTOj^uaTtheIrodu^o/horiln0: *9lVe" f°°d Commodit* 1n the horizon
(DPCH) and L hoMZeonPSVo^°VoZp?la^7(^arLdryro1fs0r "" C~d,t'

OTH = [DPCH85/] [POPH] (17)

83/ The food products for the base vpar no«^\ ^/-i.m

Soces^ B^Sa^ ;°P4iL7d^a^S<! ^r'fr'iK?VL»f
c tVot0 JC bfVer,a9e .(2"6 k9/yea^; l^ns limes (2.0 kg/yeaVl ^r

m^imizetethe effect of1 Tnni/plt^i bfasef^ear ,sh°uld be representative so as to

SVJhe value of DPCH can be obtained using any of the following five function
(i) Function Type 1: Log y - a + b log x
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280. From DISPLAY TWO, the CAPOEH module is assessed by enterinq the kev D
prev^t ]nc o6'D'u1tahteinRneferHenCe demand Potions are updated usinth'e currentlyZZlllrJfll I °" and. macr,°;economic projections as well as parameters of the
liltlTM mand Pr°Jectl°n (ie. the function type per commodity, income/price
per capita owTetc?/ ^ faCt°r' Mm cons^°" income.total demlnd?
281. The menu of CAPDEM comprises (i) food demand (F); (ii) industrial
inSasntdriaaw'r/iHii) dHiSPlay ?utHti"nal results. Concerning thV food (F) and
svstem IrLlll hwHd Pr°Jectl°"s- if the user opts for the modification the
eiacM.PtTPt H^f t0 provlde an a1ternative value for the function type,
' c'tJl trend factor, maximum consumption income, total demand and per capita

demand. For each such new entry, the system recalculates values for all the other
trive; parameters.

282. For example, in the Ghana data base, the function type and elasticity
trn/n'r are 2t^O-Zrespectlvely; the corresponding values for plantain are
?J^L respectively. In other words, whereas for cassava a 20 %increase or
increase in the income of its consumers would result in a 20 % increase or
decrease in the quantity of cassava demanded (or consumed); the corresponding

where a= log DPCB (ie. commodity base year per capita demand) minus DELB (ie
base year mmmo Piactiritw A*m*nA\ *..i +j«u«j i... -»__ nr.rn /.—r-* *"-*-» \"=•
capita e
whence tl
symbols)

base year income elasticity demand) multiplied bv log PCEB (ie. base year per
capita expenditure); and, b=DELB (ie. base year income elasticity of demand)
whence the per capita demand for each commodity in the horizon year or DPCH (in

DPCH = DPCB[ PCEH -*- PCEB ]D£LB (1)

(ii) Function Type 2: y = a + b log x

where a = DPCB multiplied fry [1 - DELB log PCEB]; and, b = DPCB multiplied bv
DELB whence — — —"

DPCH - DPCB [ 1+ DELB ( log(PCEH * PCEB))] (2)

(iii) Function Type 3: Log y = a - (b -* x)

where a= log DPCB^DELB; and, b=DELB multiplied hv PCEB whence

(iv) Function Type 4: Log y = a - b log [x -(c* x)]

where a= log DPCB + b log PCEB + (c * PCEB); b=c* PCDM (ie. the level of PCE
!n;hlc the maximum level of demand is associated); and, c =DELB multiplied hv
PCDM + (PCDM - PCEB) whence

DPCH = e[a"b '°9 PCEH-<c*MEH'i fig\

(v) Function type 5: DPCH =DPCB (the constant function).
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baa]^^•eOarPouan^l^83)r^^„P/f:'Vel^10tKPe;Cent• This imPlies that in the dataitem an tin'^ Sassumed that cassava was amore responsive food

*?«h=c t S1^?l f.10d demand differs between rural and urban areas if the user
aternJp modlfVhe rural urban PCE for the horizon year, he/she ckn provide an
fKTth." VvalUueefo0frtrheraothenr.Urban P'r "^ PCE; ™> rf th™ that W«
(ii) Projecting industrial goods demand

285. Non-food demand projections correspond to the requirements of the lnral
h1d«*^ mfherials V ™~. rubbeT,"'tobacco,6 1°
thf nLnlnJc Vetc-i" UnLlke food' the demand for industrial goods is the sum of
m!J^"2S f0r \ts,end users* The main difference is that population is not
fiqur^re nrSaiPrttly h" a?P0Wth- ftC-t0P and 9l°bal (n0t P^ "pltJ) iemandfond ILIuJ Vect+ed- Hence, "» projecting industrial goods, the methodology for
l^L^ft ?m3S ,t0 ?e ™difJed by <*> definin9 the various end users of the
tnT?n™t;r^-"1C;larng th2 de5and for each end product; f111* determiningf huth?nt\% each end product; (iv) multiplying the coefficients

{-lV yu .•! domestlc 0UtPut of each end product; and, (iv) allowinq for
possible substitutes (eg. synthetic goods). These are built into the data base.

286. As for food demand projections, if the planner opts to modify the inout
parameters per industrial good, he/she has to provide the function type,
elasticity of demand per industrial good, trend factor or total demand. In this

|6/ In this regard, the projected demands (1988) were in terms of kg/year 144 7
tor Cassava; 58.2 for plantain; 51.0 for yams; 46.2 for roots; 41 2 for
vegetables; 29.8 for maize; 12.3 for millet; 12.6 for beer; 10.4 for rice* 8 7
for wheat; 7.4 for meat; 6.7 for oil crops; 5.0 for vegetable oils; 4.6 for
finnish process; 4.0 for skimmed milk; 3.5 for other fruits; 2.8 for other
alcoholic beverages; 2.1 for lemons-limes; 2.1 for raw sugar cent; and 1.6 for
snippy.spices.
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regard, the planner notes that demand per commodity can be related to GDP qrowth
or otherwise can be projected using a trend factor8Z/.

II7' °"Jy °ne functional form is considered in the Technical Manual to relate
the growth of industrial demand to the growth of the GDP. In symbols,

DTH = DTB [1 + DEL {(GDPH * GDPB) - 1}] (18)

[Supply utilization Accounts rCAPSUA]

288. The projection of domestic demand for food and non-food gives important
indications as to the orientation of the agricultural food pattern. But before
Uuin?^ u? 1,ndlcations for setting production targets, the role of foreign trade
should be taken into account. This is the task of CAPSUA.

289. The production targets are derived by setting the trade objectives based
on the supply utilization account (SUA) identity which stipulates that the
production of a crop equals the sum of six entities namely (i) food demand; (ii)
non-food demand; (iii) animal feed§8/ demand; (iv) seed§9/; (v)
waste9fi/; and, (vi) net foreign trade (ie. imports minus exports). In other-
words, with the projections of food and industrial demand as the first and second
steps of phase one in ASA, a third step is the projection of production (ie
supply). y K

290. Having derived the domestic demand for each food and industrial
commodity, the CAPSUA module is used to prepare the SUA for each commodity at the
scenario horizon. A SUA is a table that balances all sources of

(i) supply = production + imports + stock (from); and,
(ii) utilizations (demand) = consumption (food, non-food,seed

and feed) + exports + waste + stock (to).

87/ When a trend factor is used, the demand function (for the given industrial
good) is shifted up or downwards but the income elasticity is always kept
unchanged. There is also the possibility of overwriting the projection result
with an independently defined total or per capita demand level in the horizon
year. In this case, an implicit trend factor is computed to keep track of the
introduced change. The consistency of rural, urban and national projections is
ensured by means of the trend factor (as a default adjustment, subject to
modification on behalf of the planner.

88/ Feed is the quantity of the commodity's supply used in animal production.

89/ Seed is the quantity of the considered commodity used as an input into crop
production.

90/ Waste encompasses all possible sources of losses during production,
transportation, storage and consumption.
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By itself Production .domestic utilization +net trade.

^Ln^iLn^^r^^n^rh^Lr^aTclrt^n^tL^ ?\\™ <*» » datawhere mea xo ascertain the statistical discrep^nry (SD)

SD -Production -Donestic utilization -Net tradeil/.

through (i) increasinglTof\taCS^^.t^-fdJ"?t!"nt c'n be achieved
land; (iii) using pricing (and other) SSllr « ♦ (llj rai5ln9 the yield rate of
the deficit; and? (v) adjust!°stockR.t £ h""l"" demJand; <iv) Sporting
adjustment can be effected^ throL'h^ rXVna th?^ eXCe,eds supp1*' tnen the
the use of inputs; (iii) uslno forirlnn nr nth9 J" T°PPed area; (ii) reducing
(iv) raising exports; (v) adjustinn stock?- !6 /J .P,o1lcIe.s to 1ncrease dem*nd;through (v) ' dQJUStln° stocks, and, (vi) combining alternatives (i)

292. in CAPPA

in (i\-) should be' ^ode^wh^e TsZllW, tKTi ""* "k *f^«™
(")) is agood sign that there extstse'lf sJfficlency"" (1mPliClt "
overall blUce'such*^he^nf"^1 i"3""3,,1 the SSR a"umption implies an
equals the sun^ offooconsuVtTor° (SFO) itttr "i" (SPR) a"d 1mp0rts <SIM)(SFE), seed (SED), mstellmlxD6rt?}v^l?} consumption (SIN), feed
(SSD). In symbols, P ( X)' and a statistical discrepancy

SPR +Slim/ =SFO+SIN+SFE+SED+SMA+SEX+SSD (19)

^r^\Zt^VW'^^ZST^^ in the Ghanaian CAPPA data base
86.7 and 51.7 respectivelyThus total nt'rr l • feed are 1824, 633.3, zero,

92/ Vercueil,J. (1985), op.cit.

93/ In this relation (from the Technical Manual by Vercueil,J. (1985), pp.cit.1
SED « S [SPR] ,
11°a = SF?c^SIN + SFE + SED + swa' ;::;;:;;; • 2
!m: sexSFOs,mSIN +SFE +SED +SEX] L3
SEX = MAX [0,SNT]; SIM = MAX[6-SNTJ;; 5• spr 4. [spr-snt] .....;;;;; {Ijr
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294.

Sffl?^..^"*--«**'&.?safari ass

where

STD = total domestic utilization; SNT = net trade;
s = seed ratio ; w = waste ratio;

r = self sufficiency ratio.

Wr^ "Setting targets for agricultural planning",
KL tl " ' (19891J fl»*iil., avery lucid expose of the mechanics of chanqina
the various components in (19) above is given (see pages 55-75). In this reSard
the projection of the SUA raises two issues namely fixing appropr ate evels for
the individual items and keeping the account in balance This project on sthe

35/ For example, the analysis contained in Vercueil,J. (1989),op.cit r=veals
ra?on« th""' <19?3)' "°n-f°°d utilizations were more importaKTter'ms ofcalories than in value terms mainly because they related to staple products The
high calories content of imports collaborates the food dependency that is rot
apparent from the aggregate SSR measured in value terms; on the contrary the
calories SSR point to a food deficit situation contrary, ,he
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utni!lizfatioensnati0nal CUrrenCJ' (bei"9 Used> "»" reference to the average for all

commodities^ t"1bal«cedbrt«e°nna^st,,iecS™ °S ,SUA for ^"cultural
regard, the Technical Manual fl985 version^ h.rnnM•Tign trade- In this
underlying criteria to be taken intaccount Th out ined several relevant
domestic demand (foodnofoosee^ feed In"6 in.cl"de the development of
international export markets the nrodurtinn ^l 5, the, ProsP*cts for
indicators of comparative economic eff^n.v Potentials of the country;
target. Four other complementary aspects of ythP« ' ^ °-V6ra11 trade balancenamely the income of producersTtL hPM„J • these criteria are also stressed
the modernization aspecS/' lmPa * *distl"ib"tiona1 impact and

extracted from^omprenenslvf se"t of^V'J^™ -Sheet<, (?S> that can be

material inputs and their direct effect on "J'J. /ffP"" V \he ™P^ of
raising the productivity of innntc/nH ,• m P ;.(V) technical measures for
and institutional r^

S?; *h +T^uUS? 0f the SUA frai"ework can only improve the reliability of thp

Phase Two: Deriving the production schema

??'•, tGJven the production targets thus set in phase one, the second phase
involves the derivation of aproduction scheme to meet these targets The first
ieP In Hh;SHre9ardJS t0 WOrk out aland ^elopment scheme or ^reource table(ie to decide on the increase in land resource by type). For each land tvoe

arable and cropping intensity are decided. This is followed by decisions

96/ For details see Vercueil,J., (1989).op.cit.. pp. 68-72.

22/ The FBS is usually completed with acalculation of the calories content and
£2 L«tn5nt lntakSS that aCCrue t0 thG P0Pulation on average Such"ndicatorsare measured per person per day in order to compare with human consumption
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regarding area yield for each crop by land type. If it is not feasible to meet
bSSnWp?1°fWeU Wl!h1I! the «"Kt™"rts of land resources andtechnologTca
KEi^S^ should then be revised t0 confo™ to the
assess thP^dSK'*3 criUc*\taJk of an agricultural planner should be to
hi/til k ?5 ,10tl t0 cr°PPed land within the plan period. Regardinq labour
oattPrn hn°f ld ^ me+aSUrGS to 1ncrease its efficiency such as changing thepattern of cropping to suit labour availability and altering the factor
proportion between it and other inputs. 9 ne Tactor

[Area and yield projections for all crops:CAPVGTJ

fconSi,tplteS,eptarnfthe USki °f $* CA?VGT mod^e98/. U is used to preparea consistent set of area and yield projections for all crops in all the six
fnSlSntnla?- Ci aSSGS d6fined by FA0 (ie" 9°od rainfed> P°or rainfedV natural yflooded partially irrigated, fully irrigated and special areas) in the horizon
year The amount of land under each land class in the horizon period is apo icy
variable expressing the targets of land and water development in the country.

304 The planner should ensure that the cumulated area allocated to all crops
IL r?ilVen l\nd *cl*as? (af thus Pr°Jected) d° not exceed the total land resources
items in the SUA P PGr Cr°P Sh°Uld be kGpt consistent with the other

??!;,i+ In part?.c"lar,'.Jt.ne task of meting production targets for several crops
simultaneous with abiding by the land constraints in several land classes
presupposes a progressive adjustment process that the user should monitor with
computation and information aids that are supplied by the CAPPA system. The user
may find it useful to define groups of crops in order to work on smaller numbers
fn*Z°J!La\.? t™-1" this regard, the CAPVGT module performs automatic
adjustments through iteration but the user should check these carefully.

306. Operationally, there are two phases in CAPVGT namely (i) fixing the land
resources table (LRT); and, (ii) building the crop production scheme (CPS). With
rDTPeTu X? (J}' t!ie base year data <or reference scenario) already contains the
LRT. The Technical Manual stipulates that this can be modified by introducing new
values for total arable area and average cropping intensity in any land class

98/ For the CAPVGT module, the specified data requirement comprise
the area harvested and crop intensity at the horizon year by land class. An

additional but optional data requirement are (i) the list and composition of crop
groups, harvested area at the horizon year for each group in each land class;
(n) harvested area and yield at the horizon year; and, (iii) for every crop that
aggregates the agricultural products, allocation of the production of this crop
according to the agricultural products concerned.
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307.

reference aL^a'nd^vip^ lltt9 th' ^"^I Manual also indicates that the

rPoprs^e^nd^z1dCh„tfhptUre yl6ld '^ ""reasonably be .tiilnedlce0change" ^lyzed, other crop areas must adjust to compensate for that

nn?'+h ThiS "compensation may be achieved by the planner directlv bv workinn
? s har°wav that thpT ^V? °r S6Veral "r0Ps banging to the same^ groS?wallahl? 1aL / the cumulated areas of all crops in the group tally to the
adj tment of tu ^JIT? 1n Mch 1a"d ClaSS ^ through'proportionalauju^uuent or ail individual crop areas oer land place" Rltt *,,+«.».*+ •

ssi?3 i? ir.,r^""? •,'"» •»«»« i.™'s 5 tiS'V.s,?.,- ,X4 :'

co?:. i However, given the tedium in designing a land and yield pattern for
several crops among several regions of the country simultaneously with keeoina
consistency between the production targets and the land constraints it ?!
Z°inanftothaHtitheI:Planner should cneck t° ensure that the projected yield levelremain feasible. For instance there is need to ensure that the total land
2ut^ei-?etShn0t Tr:Un the aVailab1e land ^source and that the projectedoutputs meet the production targets derived from CAPSUA. projected

2!?h th FT ^he Technical Manual, the menu of the module provides the planner
of croDsefGV0aCnHS:tt0 de/in6 h°H20n year land resources (H); to def negroupssLplyPdefines the hnr?dony crop are?s and *ie1ds (")• ""der (H), the planner
defines orouos fm „J"£W" a"d resource,sW; under (G), he/she eitheraetines groups (D) or modifies group areas (G)lfiO/; and, with (H), he/she

Wt 511 nkhJ.'th base.*ear J1983) Ghana data provided atotal arable landof 4,511.0 kha with acropping intensity of 0.747 and aharvested area of 3,370 0
\ 27nT(helr.corref?nding horizon year projections were 4.676.0 kha, 0.744 and
3,370.0 kha implying growth rates (%) of 0.72, -0.08, and 0.64 respectively The
ofa?hnprh^/ChheC-k °Ut theSf ValU6S Wh11e ^teracting within CAPVGT The breakdownof the base/horizon year land resources by land type is also readily available

rh^/nlt i"stance- the planner will find that all the 34 crops defined in the
Ghana data base are all in group Awith atotal area of 3,480 kha (none of this
c«" U86 8M? 3a4in/iet lant Cl?,SSV,12°;l{11e 3-5 %) t0 PoorVainfed la dclass, 1186.8 (ie. 34 %) to naturally flooded land class; 2085.7 (ie 60 %) to

9a8 Me atouTill n^1"^ 77-3 (2 %) t0 fUlly irr^ted ^nd ciass;%lnds.o pe aoout 0.5 %) to special areas.
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Jdi,Kt^ <P> 4W/5 °' (ID Performs automatic
v) displays

strations of

adjustment (T); or (iii) performs adjustaentle'r crop C) for (1
&vteCoS!on°stPUt (P)- ^ T6ChniCal Ma"Ual Pali's Mopt

311.
(for parh°nf V^-rfV the "I81" °- CfPA can ana1yze different cropping patternsri/ STra1 type,s of agricultural land) in terms of their implications
SvanZe such a^lan^T"^ ^V9^ inPuts with an eye on compara °v|
reouireri t„ inH,,A I • ^ determine the kinds of changes in policiesrequ red to induce agiven cropping pattern on the part of farmers Suppose the
u Jl? sPcenJaerJoT'th* rW °f a9r1c.ulhtu"1 9°°ds *™ hlghlr UaTLpSctedunoer an scenarios, the CAPPA user may wish to hold discussions with exnert? in
IZ]a reSBi:hCh T\"d ^nsion to determine realistic goals for highe^ rates of
expeHm9en°t ^ " alte™ative *ield trend may9 be entered'for another

oinwth anHCth^PertS1m-19llt- judge the feasibility of the higher targets for yield
linTed tn nth811" lmPllcatl°ns for budgeting. With CAPPA those targets would be
mo?e effec « oZ™,T^^t a"d perhapS t0 u"de^ore the importance of
in rainfed anHPrn?,?HT in °I lnstance> ^vestment in irrigation or improvement
hLrato1ldnklaupdwnroth:rthvaH7blPers09ram,ne ^ CAPPA C°"ld be US6d t0 aSCertai"

[Livestock development projections: CAPANM]

•irt'tho rn^ffT m°^Ul! uVSed t0 prepare Projections of livestock activitiesand the corresponding feed balance at the horizon year of the scenario. Livestock
anTvte terms 0f stock numbers' extraction or making ra?es
-??h4n th. lffrerll llvestock activities (ie. livestock systems as described
tltnlf H%-SyHteni)V^,/esu1tin9 output should meet the animal productiontargets defined in CAPSUA. According to the Technical Manual, since animal
production argets and feed allocations are part of the commodity-wise S/U A
analysis, CAPANM ensures that the projected livestock systems do produce the

Wj For instance, the planner will notice that the total area (in kha units) of
J-+l\$r2PSA°.Ut °/ the t0ta1 34) for the base *ear <1983) for Gnar* Is 3370with 52.6 of this for rice, 419.5 for maize, 172.3 for millet, 222 for sorghum,
112 for plantains, 302 for cassava, 147.5 for yams, 155.3 for other, 3.0 for
sugar cane, 42 for pulses, 119 for vegetables, 2.6 for banana, 17.1 for citrus,
19.8 for fruits230 4for oil crops, 94 for palm oil, 113.1 for groundnuts, 28
for coconut, 1083.3 for cocoa, 9.7 for coffee, 3.4 for tobacco, 83for cotton,
and 13 for rubber On the other hand, the corresponding yields for the 34 crops
(in unit tons per hectare) for the base year are .90, .87, .40, .39, 6.95 8 60

o4:??: J:!?; oWo29*4-81,4-28,3-80*2-35- °-21- °-32' °-80- 5-°> °:^
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commodities and carried over into fnr^n/t30?"^5 f°r the "^ponding

[Projection of input requirements from crop product!on:CAPFAC]

fBr^i^D/he m°td-UleJ CAPFAC comPutes the factor input requirements fseedsfertilizers, pesticides, and power (human.animal and mechanical)) that result

l^£?AH^E" <K> -fSci^nP»y^ ASSK
s gges'ed that' LDPS MnT™ ^ V™ Tre flexible tha" the CAPANM Itis
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rnnlmnt^n12^*/0/ Ga.Ch ^ c1ass' the module comP"te* the area unitconsumption per factor in relation to the projected yield level through a
f ^ct,,on fu"flon that defines changing inputs requirements for a

dPtPr^ ti T UiS; the aIea u2der the said cr°P in the said land class then
fthrZh an -t t0+tal consumPV°" for this 1nPut- A11 th^ is done automatically
simnlv9anaiul0f?K1Ve f'^""j by the system and the Planner has no input; he/shefhnL! ana1.yze1s thf outcome. However, for the power required for these operations
(human animal and tractors), the planner can modify as desired. These are the
only-user provided data within CAPFAC.

aiLn anHheSeJn^Uts^inclTude s,eeds> fertilizers, pesticides and power (human,animal and mechanical). In relation with the projected yield level, the area
unit consumption of each factor is calculated for each crop in each land class
using a specific production function that defines changing inputs requirements
for arange of yield values. The area under the said crop in the said land class
then determines the total consumption for this input.

HIl • GiiVen th? lat?r> the user tnen Pr°Jects the share of human, animal and
mechanical power in order to derive employment (man-days), animal traction (days)
and tractor use (numbers and hours) at the scenario horizon. The demand and
supply production projections thus described are only indicative. Together with
the stocktaking exercise, they should form the basis of the plan targets.

320. In principle, the planner should merely provide a series of alternatives
to be used by the politicians in selecting appropriate targets as well as
policies and measures for implementing the latter. Given year to year fluctuation
in production, it is to be stressed that all targets need not be precisely
attained but the trend over a period of years should conform to the targets set
consistent with desirable changes in the economy. The targets should therefore
be consistent both among themselves and with the overall economic plan.

321. In setting these targets, emphasis should be given to meeting immediate
shortages simultaneous with raising future productive capacity. Equally, the
stock of development resources should be taken into consideration. In this
regard, scarce resources should be economized and abundant resources utilized to
the optimum. In particular, stock should be taken of any (i) production

104/ For the CAPFAC module, the specified data input requirement comprise:
for each energy source, its conversion coefficient is man-days and its annual
utilization at the horizon year; - by crop and eventually by land class: the
share of energy necessary at the horizon year in the form of human, animal,
mechanical work. In effect, the main data used in the CAPFAC module are (i) the
crop production scheme (areas and yields tables per crop and land class in the
horizon year); a set of data from CAPVGT; and, the technological matrix stored
in the data base. The latter defines for each crop and in each land class, the
quantity of each production factor required to cultivate one hectare of the crop
under a technical level characterized by the crop yield obtained. These data are
used to determine the total quantity of each input that is implied in the crop
production scheme of the scenario.
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potentialities already created but currently under utilized (eg. irriqation)-
and (n) gaps in available information on the functioning of the economy in the
main farming regions. On these bases, short-term research Id f?t f In
d^'^nrrs^eTTnltt0"3^^8 ne6ded" mrAn'g^oUnt'.Bct.!t„ I measures- In other words, a review of the national develoDment
n<sann9thDSht°Uld M u"dertaken and decisions taken on amatching st?aTeqy(using the targets) for agricultural development. •""•ning strategy

322.

powe

structure (S); and, (iii)' to'dUp"iayVesultsV (R)!'

The main menu of CAPFAC has three options namely (i) to disnlav/mnriifv
power conversion/utilization hypotheses (U); P(ii) to dl*VJ/Jod^K^Srcei

Phase Three: Analyzing investment ?nH ewolovaent implication.:

^llli A™?ft now c°mPutes the input requirements for each crop qiven the yield
level decided in phase twolOi/. For each crop and land type the system
e"^erVilTzer Vnl,°tf y-iH6ld *h° "^ ^ heCUre) consu^tlon^f factor KA? !?«™ • 'Pes,t.icide and power .Given the land type and acertain level

?h„« « ' tTq-e comblr,ation of factors can be used. The total power requ red
and tr^fCt6d' ,S!xp7,ssJ!d in mar,-days «K«lMlent. The share 0/labour! animaland tractor power (by land type) in this total is part of the decision MkIn".
324. Within the overall framework for population, economic aarimlturai
production and trade as constructed in the first two phasefof the CAPPA scenario
es ts9oPfr°CtehSPS' ^ th1rd 3nd final Phase of the'cAP^rlystL anaiyseT
olausibilitv nf th0ntlre Sr™ ? ensure "nsistency (in terms of the
dann naVhp.n.• it SS?Ptlt°nS made in the Preceding seven modules vis-a-visn 3nn12 t a9r1CUJtura1sector as an integral aspect of the overall developmentplanning strategy for a given plan period). ueveiopment

t3"-aM The, obJective of this final phase in ASA is to provide new information
Jh« t ePlannerS arriVe at awel1 d°c^nted assessment of the plau ib° m» ofthe entire scenario viewed technically, socially and economically Thil
examinat on of the policy options in the" sector Is handledbthlast tiree
modules in the CAPPA system (ie. CAPLAB, CAPECO, and CAPNUT)

[Analysis of Agricultural Labour force: CAPLAB]

aqHcultU™h^ataurCWo1thhad Pr?v1ded seP?rate estimates for the demand ofagricultural labour force; the supply was a priori projected in relation to total
active population projections in CAPPOP. The distribution of labour inputs amonq
land classes was determined in the CAPVGT module. The comparison of abour force
requirements with the a priori projections of labour force availabimy in the

CAPPA" C1nfPnrnaMtU1knnariiee' "A9ricu1tura1 Pla™ing with specific reference to
r|L IIi.l .[H* ." -1. ?yTs1lm> "" P°P"1«1-.1nn and develnpmPnt nlanninn
Kioa.latvian SSR. 4-8 December 1989. "'
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sector is complemented (in CAPLAB) with the analysis of the seasonal distribution
of labour requirements and the contribution of active population groups to the
labour supply.

3u7' I" effect, CAPLAB provides additional indicators which help in assessing
where and how opportunities exist for modifying the labour demand situation in
the sector. CAPLAB is used to effect detailed analysis of the projections of the
agricultural labour forcelO£/*

328. It compares demand/supply of agricultural manpower and displays (i)
labour demand by crop and land class thus permitting an identification of the
major sources of agricultural employment; and, (ii) labour demand by calendar
month thus permitting an assessment of the possible gaps and bottlenecks. It also
measures the respective effects, on labour demand, of changes in harvested area
and of changes in yields. Finally, it permits a comparison of labour demand
(technical requirements) and supply (agricultural labour force) by age-sex thus
allowing for differing work capacities of the relevant sub-populations.

329. As indicated in the Technical Manual, in order to highlight those
subsectors that determine labour creation/saving simultaneous with checking on
the labour demanded in the agricultural sector, CAPLAB displays the sector's
employment situation from several angles:

(1) the seasonal pattern of labour requirements of the sector are
defined per croplOZ/;

106/ For the CAPLAB module the specified input requirement comprise - the
effective number (base and horizon year) of the agriculturally active population
in sub-sectors of forestry and fishery; -the effective number (base and horizon
year) of employees necessary for livestock activities; - seasonal employment
coefficients by crop (only if one wants to introduce seasonality hypotheses
different from those in the data base); -distribution of the active population
by category and annual lease of work in each category (status, age, sex). These
data derive from (i) CAPPOP (agricultural labour force is projected on the basis
of a priori demographic trends and CAPFAC (the implications of crop production
scheme in terms of employment are derived on the basis of technological
assessments). The only specific table in CAPLAB is the monthly distribution of
labour; the default data base table gives an even monthly distribution for all
crops (the planner may build an alternative table); the same is stored in the
scenario file (horizon distribution).

1QZ/ If the area harvested (HA) and the yield of agiven crop (Y) in agiven land
class and L(Y) is the labour per hectare at the yield level Y, then the change
in labour requirements between the base and horizon years (VL) can be determined
from the relation:

VL = HA, [L(YJ] - HA0 [L (Y.]
where 0 and 1 represent the base and horizon year values

respectively; whence the change due to area (VLA), the change due to yield
(VLY) can be determined from the relations:
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requir^ts (a..*^ u^^s^t^
unchanged output emanating from variation in crop area as against yield
tho n^i1-11] a the.stud> of unemployment in the sector is analyzed bv comoarinathe^projected agricultural labour force with the projected labou? requXnts
w^il^ \° at>S0,rb the estimated level of underemployment in aqriculture bvincreased employment in other sectors, the (base\horizorTyear growtrati of
non-agricultural sector employment (ie. the growth differentialbetween nonagricultural and agricultural active populatio'n) would have to'Ve changed; Z]
oroiectino tto\£Z?** J"e\°f aCt1vity in the sector 1s then determined byprojecting the number of workers per group (ie. aqe, sex status etc) hv
duration of work per group thus ascertaining'the average duration of work *
330 The menu of CAPLAB comprises (i) display of labour demand (D)- Mi)
Tm^^^uTT^^ (Xt); ,<!!?> ^^y/^fy seasonaTSeman^; indlllLnzifl Tny to ***"*• In 0"). If the planner opts to modify theseasonal (ie January, February, ... December) demand (day/ha), he/she suoolies
value* "VeaardTno nvJrUhary/HN0Vember peri0<? and the Wte/^iteY til Kblrthe Tecffi\qJLni\ byr chan9?n9 any value in the input area as indicated in
tne lechmcal Manual fie. duration of agricultural labour (days/year
agricultural employment (k) and open unemployment (k)], the system effects thenecessary changes in the labour supply (kmde). errecLs tne

[Analysis of economic indicators rCAPECO]

331. The second module in this last phase, CAPECO measures the agricultural
investment necessary for agiven scenario and permits the study of foreign trade
with prices different from those in the data basei08/. Essentially, the

VLA - U HA, - HA0 ][L(Y1)+L(Y0)]

VLY = \{ L(Y1)-L(YD)][HA1+HAJ; it being understood that

VL = VLA + VLY.

Let HA * Y be the output produced. If the area is changed by DA, then
a change in yield DY is required to keep the production unchanged. Let LL(Y) be
the change in per hectare labour requirements when the yield level changes by say
1 unit from the level Y. The variation in labour (DL) is given by the relation:

DL = HA * L(Y) - [HA + DA] * DY * LL(Y).

1QS/ For the CAPECO module, the specified data input requirement comprise ; (i)
land development investments : transition matrix (areas changing land class
between base and horizon year); - investment unit cost by hectare - the
share of public finances - the share of foreign currency, (ii) mechanization
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7*tl aaa three «Pects of policy analysis namely investment, trade and
rnlnnttc <-H •Acc?rdingly, the m<>dule has three submodules; the first of these
computes the investment requirements ; the second completes the analysis of
foreign trade in factors of production and permits the use of updated foreiqn
trade prices in the computation of the net balance; and, the third computes value
R^PdnnrthC0r°iP^n th* basis.of Projected yields and factor inputs consumption.rnltLlA tneJatter> tne Projected sector value added is then computed and thence
compared with ex-ante macro-economic projections.

llh» •TtlusFtne.me"u of cfECO comprises (1) analysis of investments (I); (ii)
analysis of foreign trade (T); and, (iii) analysis of value added (V).

0) Analysis of Investwenfr

m?*h/ * H su,D-module analyses three aspects of agricultural investment
(land/water development, mechanization, and livestock)109/ required for
reaching the targeted situation in the horizon year. Investments in land and
water development buildings and mechanization as well as livestock growth can
be derived from already established projections using costs information provided
by the planner. He/she has to indicate from which land class (in the base year)
the increases in area of other land classes are to be found.

un4' *h Thue Tech.nicaJ Mamjal Indicates that investment in mechanization depends
upon the change in the numbers of tractors over the plan period. The planner has
to indicate the replacement rate of tractors as well as the unit cost of a
tractor, the share paid in foreign exchange and the cost of the auxiliary
materials for the tractors. J

investments

- the replacement rate - one tractor unit cost - the share of foreiqn
currency in the base and horizon year - the relative cost of accessory
equipment in % - their cost in currency in the base and horizon year; (iii)
Livestock investment (for each livestock system) - the replacement rate dead
animals to be replaced) - investment cost for unit system - the share of
this cost in currency for the base and horizon year; (iv) For the analysis of
foreign trade - for each product imported and exported: price FOB (CAF); -
aa a Jtemical 1nput: the share imP°rted; the CAF price; (v) For global value

added - the unit price of animal and tractor utilization; the percentage to be
added to inputs calculated for other non-specified costs

103/ Nearly all data required by the CAPECO module derive from earlier modules.
The S/U A come from CAPSUA, consumption of factor inputs from CAPFAC, land
resources in the horizon from CAPVGT, livestock numbers from CAPANM, and
comparative macro-economic data from CAPMAC. Additionally, the module uses prices
or unit costs from the data base or the user
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335.
mech

336.

ons: to

stments
stments (U). '"" w,% ,""!»»"«"ts {*); and, to summarize

(11> A^^YSis of value arM«>H (par rrnp)

with thelwtnSs1^ ^ *ta base together
aggregated value added (over all ^^iuJ? ^^ The growth rate of the
derived from CAPMAC (as HeTt of theTt^wL" ^^ C°mpared With tnat

2*prod&^ ,1s pro?1ded With three °P»™ value of(d^m (K), aggregate added value (A); and, diagram value added/crops

f111) Analysis of ForPinn TnHQ

[Analysis of the nutritional situation: CAPNUT]

snuation^Jnlna^rnm thnothiS th.1rd pha?8' CAPNUT' ana1*ses tne nutritionalv mtnlnt ^lu^f6 scenarios projections. The average per capita Der
JrVct^ on the basis of thPe food demanSH,?fhill mV • E.M) Wlt.h, a f00d composition table contained in the country's

^3chanizatnioentment 1n liVeSt°Ck 1s Calculated "" «ery production system as for

Stion,: to^^ Planner is given four
investments (M); to analvze iTpctnT • e"lS (L); to ana1vze mechanizationinvestments (U). * livestock investments (S); and, to sum.




